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ABSTRACT

An integrated release version (also known as a release candidate in software engineering) is
produced by merging, building, and testing code on a regular basis as part of the Contin-
uous Integration and Continuous Delivery (CI/CD) practices. Several benefits, including
improved software quality and shorter release cycles, have been claimed for CI/CD. On the
other hand, recent research has uncovered a plethora of problems and bad practices related
to CI/CD adoption, necessitating some optimization. Some of the problems addressed in
this work include the ability to respond to practitioners’ questions and obtain quick and
trustworthy feedback in CI/CD. To be more specific, our effort concentrated on: 1) iden-
tifying the information needs of software practitioners engaged in CI/CD; 2) adopting test
optimization approaches to obtain faster feedback that are realistic for use in CI/CD en-
vironments without introducing excessive technical requirements; 3) identifying perceived
causes and automated root cause analysis of test flakiness, thereby providing developers
with guidance on how to resolve test flakiness; and 4) identifying challenges in addressing
information needs, providing faster and more trustworthy feedback.

The findings of the research reported in this thesis are based on data from three single-case
studies and three multiple-case studies. The research uses quantitative and qualitative data
collected via interviews, site visits, and workshops. To perform our analyses, we used data
from firms producing embedded software as well as open-source repositories. The following
are major research and practical contributions.

• Information Needs: The initial contribution to research is a list of information
needs in CI/CD. This list contains 27 frequently asked questions on continuous inte-
gration and continuous delivery by software practitioners. The identified information
needs have been classified as related to testing, code & commit, confidence, bug, and
artifacts. We investigated how companies deal with information needs, what tools
they use to deal with them, and who is interested in them. We concluded that
there is a discrepancy between the identified needs and the techniques employed to
meet them. Since some information needs cannot be met by current tools, manual
inspections are required, which adds time to the process. Information about code
& commit, confidence level, and testing is the most frequently sought for and most
important information.

• Evaluation of Diversity Based Techniques/Tool: The contribution is to con-
duct a detailed examination of diversity-based techniques using industry test cases to
determine if there is a difference between diversity functions in selecting integration-
level automated test. Additionally, how diversity-based testing compares to other
optimization techniques used in industry in terms of fault detection rates, feature
coverage, and execution time. This enables us to observe how coverage changes when
we run fewer test cases. We concluded that some of the techniques can eliminate
up to 85% of test cases (provided by the case company) while still covering all dis-
tinct features/requirements. The techniques are developed and made available as an
open-source tool for further research and application.

• Test Flakiness Detection, Prediction & Automated Root Cause Analysis:
We identified 19 factors that professionals perceive affect test flakiness. These per-
ceived factors are divided into four categories: test code, system under test, CI/test
infrastructure, and organizational. We concluded that some of the perceived factors
of test flakiness in closed-source development are directly related to non-determinism,
whereas other perceived factors concern different aspects e.g., lack of good proper-
ties of a test case (i.e., small, simple and robust), deviations from the established
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processes, etc. To see if the developers’ perceptions were in line with what they
had labelled as flaky or not, we examined the test artifacts that were readily avail-
able. We verified that two of the identified perceived factors (i.e., test case size
and simplicity) are indeed indicative of test flakiness. Furthermore, we proposed a
light weight technique named trace-back coverage to detect flaky tests. Trace-back
coverage was combined with other factors such as test smells indicating test flaki-
ness, flakiness frequency and test case size to investigate the effect on revealing test
flakiness. When all factors are taken into consideration, the precision of flaky test
detection is increased from 57% (using single factor) to 86% (combination of different
factors).
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POPULÄRVETENSKAPLIG SAMMANFATTNING

Många programvaruutvecklande organisationer har under de senaste åren börjat arbeta i
stor skala med kontinuerlig integration och leverans (på engelska förkortat CI/CD). Det
innebär att programkoden regelbundet och ofta integreras, byggs och testas – till stor del
automatiskt med hjälp av en svit med stödverktyg. Resultatet av CI/CD-processen är en
ny version av programvaran som teoretiskt sett skulle kunna levereras till kund varje dag,
men det tillkommer praktiska och organisatoriska moment som inte alltid kan genomföras
så ofta. Införande av CI/CD ger många fördelar, inklusive högre kundnöjdhet, frekventa
programvaruutgåvor, förbättrad produktkvalitet och utvecklareffektivitet samt tidig iden-
tifiering av fel. CI/CD erbjuder å andra sidan många nya utmaningar för utvecklare och
forskare.

Komplexiteten hos CI/CD till följd av dess omfattning är en av utmaningarna. CI/CD
stöder ett stort antal intressenter som projektledare, utvecklare, testare, produktägare med
flera och omfattar miljontals programvaruartefakter (källkod, felrapporter, byggfiler, testfall
osv.). Intressenterna behöver i sin vardag leta efter information som genereras av CI/CD-
processen. Att leta efter svaren på frågor som "Hur stort förtroende har vi för en specifik
testsvit?" eller "Är vi redo att släppa en specifik version av programvaran?" har visat sig
vara svårt eftersom man för att generera svaren behöver integrera information från en
kombination av artefakter. Den höga frekvensen med vilken programkod revideras, byggs,
testas och distribueras resulterar i en ökning av det totala antalet artefakter, vilket också
gör det svårare att svara på sådana frågor. Till detta kommer utmaningen att dessa frågor
kan tolkas på olika sätt, vilket gör det ännu svårare att svara på dem korrekt. Intressenter
som spenderar mycket tid och möda för att leta efter sådan information kan bli distraherade
från produktivt arbete.

För att hantera denna utmaning har vi genomfört en större intervjustudie som resulterat i en
lista över informationsbehov från intressenter på olika företag bestående av 27 vanliga frågor
som för att besvaras behöver information från CI/CD-processen. Informationsbehoven har
delats in i fyra klasser och vi har samlat data om deras betydelse, förväntad frekvens och
kostnad för att ta itu med dem. Vi har också information om vilka verktyg företagen
använder och vi har beskrivit ett system för att visualisera händelser i CI/CD-processerna
som teoretiskt kan svara mot alla informationsbehov. En forskningsprototyp som använder
det så kallade Eiffel-protokollet finns tillgänglig som öppen källkod.

En annan utmaning som introduceras av CI/CD är den hastighet med vilken återkopp-
ling tillhandahålls under regressionstestning eftersom antalet körda tester ökar avsevärt på
grund av frekventa förändringar i systemet under test och en ständig tillväxt av antalet
testfall allteftersom fler funktioner implementeras.

För att möta denna utmaning genomförde vi en detaljerad undersökning av metoden att
välja ut ett mindre antal testfall för snabbare återkoppling under dagtid. Principen för ur-
valet kallas diversitetsbaserad testning och innebär att vi automatiskt väljer testfall som är
så olika som möjligt med antagandet att de också representerar testning av olika egenskaper
hos systemet som testas. I en fallstudie kunde vi observera att det gick att utesluta 85% av
testfallen samtidigt som alla viktiga egenskaper hos systemet blev testade med åtminstone
ett testfall var. Återkopplingscykeln i fallstudien kunde därmed reduceras från 3 timmar
till 30 minuter. Företaget i fallstudien kompletterar detta med att köra samtliga testfall
under natten då snabb återkoppling inte behövs. Teknikerna har implementerats och gjorts
tillgängliga som ett verktyg med öppen källkod för vidare forskning och tillämpning.
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Den tredje utmaningen är relaterad till förtroendet för resultatet från CI/CD-processen.
Snabbare återkoppling från CI/CD-testcykler är ett framsteg, men kvalitén på den feed-
back som tillhandahålls och utvecklarnas förtroende för den är lika viktiga. Utvecklarens
produktivitet blir lidande när testresultaten är icke-deterministiska, dvs. att man inte kan
lita på om det som testningen indikerar som fel är verkliga brister. Sådan instabila (engels-
ka: flaky) tester växlar mellan att signalera att testningen lyckades och att den misslyckades
trots att utvecklaren inte gjort några ändringar i programkoden som testas.

Många storskaliga programvaruprojekt uppvisar en problematisk mängd instabila tester.
För att möta denna utmaning identifierade vi genom arbetsmöten och enkäter 19 faktorer
som professionella utvecklare och testare uppfattar påverkar instabilitet hos tester. Dessa
upplevda faktorer är indelade i fyra kategorier: testfallskod, det testade systemet, infra-
struktur och företagens organisation. Vi drog slutsatsen att några av de upplevda orsakerna
till instabilitet i testningen hos företag är direkt relaterade till egenskaper hos det testade
systemet medan andra involverar olika aspekter, såsom brist på lämpliga testfallsegenska-
per, avvikelser från etablerade processer och ad hoc-beslut. Vi undersökte också ett antal
testfall som utvecklarna angivit som instabila och kunde verifiera att upplevda faktorer,
bland annat att stora testfall och testfall med hög komplexitet, har större benägenhet att
uppvisa ett instabilt beteende.

Baserat på detta har vi utvecklat och utvärderat ett verktyg för att identifiera instabila
tester i projekt med öppen källkod. Verktyget använder maskininlärning för att väga sam-
man en rad olika möjliga orsaker till instabilitet och vi kunde observera att noggrannheten
i verktygets prediktion ökade ju fler faktorer som togs med. Data om de olika faktorerna
är relativt enkla att ta fram på automatisk väg ur CI/CD-processen.
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1 Introduction

Software engineering techniques and concepts have evolved dramatically over the years,
resulting in better quality software. As part of the Continuous Integration and Continuous
Delivery (CI/CD) approach, code is regularly merged, built and tested in order to produce
an integrated version (i.e., release version) that can be shared among the team members.
The CI/CD processes are built into a pipeline, which has been referred to by several terms
such as ‘(continuous) integration pipeline’ [1], [2], ‘deployment pipeline’ [1], ‘continuous
delivery pipeline’ [3], [4], and ‘continuous integration and delivery pipeline’ [5]. For this
dissertation, we adopt Humble and Farley’s [1] definition of continuous integration and
delivery: “the practice of all developers often committing their changes, and that each
change is considered a release candidate to be validated by the build and test process.” The
detailed context of this research (i.e., scope of research) is provided in Section 1.1.

The adoption of CI/CD provides many benefits such as increased customer satisfaction
[6], frequent software releases [6]–[8], improved product quality and developer’s productiv-
ity [6]–[9], and early bug detection [8]. On the other hand, CI/CD introduces numerous
challenges. One of the challenges is the complexity of CI/CD as a result of its scale. For
instance, CI/CD supports many stakholders (i.e., project managers, developers, testers,
product owners, etc.), teams (e.g., feature, maintenance, deployment, etc.), and thousands
of software artifacts (source code, bug reports, backlog items, etc.) [10]. Stakeholders seek
out the information generated/embedded by/in the software artifacts in CI/CD pipeline
[11]–[14]. Looking for answers to questions such as “How much confidence do we have in
a specific test suite?” or “Are we ready to release a specific version of the software?” have
proven difficult because the answers integrate information from a combination of different
kinds of artifacts. The high frequency with which changes are committed, built, tested, and
deployed results in an increase in the total number of artifacts, making it more difficult to
answer such questions. The fact that these questions can be interpreted differently makes it
more challenging to answer them correctly. Developers that spend a considerable amount of
time and effort to identify such information can be distracted from doing productive work.
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1. Introduction

Identifying these information needs can help us better understand the tools, practices, and
processes that are important when addressing those information needs [11], [12]. A better
understanding of the information needs of software practitioners has several benefits, such
as staying competitive, increasing awareness of the issues that can hinder a timely release,
and building a visualization tool that can help practitioners to address their information
needs.

Another challenge introduced by CI/CD is the speed with which feedback is provided during
regression testing, as the scale of testing increases significantly due to frequent changes
in the system under test and practice to continually execute large test suites [15]–[17].
In addition to prior research, the challenge of receiving faster feedback was highlighted
during multiple workshops with software practitioners as part of our research. Developer
productivity decreases when test suites grow and execution time becomes prohibitive due
to slower feedback from testing cycles [15], [17], [18] and an overwhelming amount of test
artifacts to analyze [19], [20]. For instance, developers at Google wait between 45 minutes
to 9 hours to receive feedback from test failures [15]. Shahin et al. [21] concluded that CI
practices begin to fail when developers are unable to obtain feedback from tests in a timely
manner. Another study [22] reports that even when high-performance computers are used,
Microsoft’s regression tests for a single software product take several days. Similarly, for
its 13K projects, Google’s Test Automation Platform requires 150 million test runs [15].
Consequently, regression testing becomes a critical bottleneck in the pipeline increasing
feedback cycles related to the quality of the developed product. Immediate feedback from
testing cycles has been perceived to reinforced developers’ sense of accomplishment and
heightened their motivation [23].

Faster feedback from CI/CD testing cycles is significant, however the quality of the feed-
back provided and the developers’ trust in it are just as significant [24]. The developer’s
productivity suffers when the test results, in addition to a longer execution time, are non-
deterministic (i.e., cannot be trusted), known as test flakiness [25]–[28]. Developers submit
code changes with the expectation that test feedback (i.e., test failures) will be associated
with the code modifications. Unfortunately, rather than being the result of changes to
the code, some test failures occur due to flaky tests. In the literature, the most common
definition of a flaky test is: a test that exhibits both passing and failing outcomes when no
changes are introduced into the code base [27]. Flaky tests are defined as “tests whose out-
come is not deterministic”. Many large-scale software projects suffer from a high amount
of test flakiness. For example, Google has reported that 80% of failing tests were due to
flakes and only about 20% were actual regressions [29]. Another study confirmed 1 in 7 of
the tests at Google sometimes fail due to test flakiness [30].

Overall, given the complexity of CI/CD, slower feedback to developers from testing cycles,
combined with test flakiness (i.e., a lack of trust in test failures), can outweigh the perceived
benefits of CI/CD, or at the very least be considered a significant waste during product
development. In such situations, it is necessary to:

• Understanding/identifying the information needs of software practitioners in CI/CD.

• Adopt simple test optimization approaches that are realistic for use in contemporary
CI/CD environments without adding too many technical requirements.

• Understanding/identifying perceived causes and automated root cause analysis of
test flakiness, thereby providing developers with indications on how to resolve test
flakiness, leading to an increase in developer trust in feedback.

• Understanding/identifying challenges in addressing information needs, providing
faster feedback and trusting the feedback.
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1.1. Research Context

Optimized  
   CI/CD 

Well Described Complexity

Timely Feedback Trustworthy Feedback

Figure 1.1: Factors to consider when achieving optimized CI/CD

1.1 Research Context
This work focuses on three factors to accomplish successful CI/CD optimization, as shown
in Figure 1.1: well-described complexity, timely feedback, and trustworthy feedback. Given
the project/industry circumstances (i.e., the nature of businesses), multiple interpretations
of how these factors complement each other may exist. These three factors, however, were
explored individually in separate investigations in this work.

All of the investigations in this work were carried out together with companies that produce
embedded system software. All of the companies under investigation have achieved either
a high level1 of automation or a moderate level2 of automation in CI/CD. To describe
the complexity within CI/CD, we investigated different teams, including those in charge of
source code, design, testing, and deployment. However, when it came to feedback speed,
and trust in feedback, we interviewed teams that used automated regression testing due to
the their willingness to cooperate and share their regression test suites. The regression test
will be done by running all of the tests that were executed on the previous version on a
new version and comparing the results. We used the definition of regression test, defined
by IEEE: “A regression test will be performed for each new version of the system to detect
unexpected impact resulting from program modifications” [31].

1.2 Research Questions & Dissertation Overview
As shown in Table 1.1, this work is organized around four main research questions
(RQ1–RQ4), each of which has been further subdivided into multiple sub-research ques-
tions that have been answered in the papers. As illustrated in Figure 1.2, this work in-
cludes research outcomes as well as practical outcomes. Practical outcomes are in the form
of open-source plugins or tools, whereas research outcomes are published in peer-reviewed
venues. The following sections provide an overview of the research questions and studies
that were conducted as part of this work.

Research Papers Addressing RQ1
The initial phase in this research endeavored to identify the information needs of software
practitioners engaged in CI/CD and the mechanisms by which they address these needs.

1The CI pipeline support automation from commits to deployment with none or very
little human intervention

2The CI pipeline support automation from commit to testing and human intervention
is required for deployment
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1. Introduction

Table 1.1: Mapping of Research Goals/Questions to Published Papers
Reserach Questions/Research Goals Papers

RQ1: What are practitioners’ information needs in continuous integra-
tion and deployment and how do software professionals handle them?

RQ1.1: What are practitioners’ information needs in continuous integration
and deployment?

Paper I

RQ1.2: To what extent are software tools utilized in industry to address the
identified information needs?

Paper I

RQ1.3: Do practitioners assign priorities to identified information needs based
on importance, frequency and effort?

Paper I

RQ2: To what extent, can different tools/techniques be utilized to
achieve faster feedback and increase trust in the given feedback dur-
ing regression testing in CI/CD?

RQ2.1: How can DBT lever test feedback on CI pipelines? Paper II
RQ2.2: What are the trade-offs in selecting and executing fewer test cases

during software builds?
Paper II

RQ2.3: Is there a difference between diversity functions in selecting
integration-level automated test cases?

Paper II

RQ2.4: How does diversity compare with other prioritisation approaches on
CI feedback cycles concerning fault detection rates, coverage of features, and op-
timized execution time?

Paper
III

RQ3: To what extent, can different tools/techniques be utilized to reduce
test flakiness and increase trust in the given feedback during regression
testing in CI/CD?

RQ3.1: What factors do practitioners perceive as affecting the test flakiness? Paper
IV

RQ3.2: What are the root causes of test flakiness in closed source industry
and how do professionals address test flakiness?

Paper
IV

RQ3.3: Can perceived factors (i.e., test case size and simplicity) explain
whether a test case is flaky or not?

Paper
IV

RQ3.4: To what extent do different factors reveal test flakiness? Are there
more effective combinations of factors, or are some factors better in isolation?

Paper V

RQ3.5: What type of information can MDFlaker reveal to developers to help
understand the root causes of test flakiness?

Paper V

RQ3.6: What are the predictive accuracy of Naive Bayes, Support Vector
Machine and Random Forest concerning flaky tests?

Paper
VI

RQ3.7: To what extent the predicting power of machine learning classifiers
vary when applied on software written in different programming language?

Paper
VI

RQ4: What are the challenges/recommendations in adopting the tool-
s/techniques mentioned in RQ2 and RQ3 and in answering information
needs, identified in RQ1?

RQ4.1: What challenges and effects impact adoption of DBT in CI pipelines? Paper
III

RQ4.2: What can we learn about the predictive power of test smells using
machine learning classifiers mentioned in RQ 3.6?

Paper
VI

RQ4.3: What challenges are faced by the practitioners that develop and main-
tain visualization tools for the software team?

Paper I

RQ4.4: What are the recommendations from practitioners that develop and
maintain visualization tools for software teams concerning challenges, identified in
RQ4.3?

Paper I

The RQ1 (i.e., Table 1.1) motivated the further investigations leading to Paper II-VI (see
Figure 1.2). CI/CD includes a number of tasks (i.e., manual or automated) that must
be performed on a daily basis by different stakeholders. Each day, these stakeholders
are confronted with several questions relating to code, tests, builds, releases, and other
aspects of product quality [11]–[14]. Software practitioners have different information needs
depending on their particular roles and responsibilities [11]. Despite the fact that it is
important to catalog and understand the questions and challenges faced by practitioners
when attempting to answer those questions [13], little is known about (1) what information
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1.2. Research Questions & Dissertation Overview

needs practitioners have [11], [12] and (2) what information needs are unfulfilled in the
field of software engineering [32]. These needs can help us better understand what tools,
practices, and processes are important when we try to meet those needs [11], [12], [33].
We investigated the information needs associated with different stakeholders (i.e., RQ 1.1
as shown in Table 1.1). In paper I, we investigated to what extent software tools and
techniques are utilized in industry to address the identified information needs (i.e., RQ
1.2). We documented the importance, frequency, required effort with respect to identified
needs (i.e., RQ 1.3). In addition to identifying information needs, practitioners encounter a
number of challenges while developing visualization tools (i.e., RQ 4.3). In this paper, we
included recommendations from practitioners skilled in designing, maintaining, and offering
visualization services to the software team (i.e., RQ 4.4).

Research Papers Addressing RQ2
During the investigation of Paper I, we realized that the demand for effective automated
regression testing strategies grew in line with the increased use of iterative development
processes and systematic reuse in software projects. Companies want to test their software
frequently and efficiently while keeping a low cost [34]. Automated regression testing is,
without a doubt, an expensive venture (i.e., 80% of testing cost is regression testing) [35].
Re-running these regression tests each time a change is made, no matter how small, will
increase testing costs share the testing budget. It is worth noting here the challenges of
energy consumption in terms of computer power and resources consumed during regression
testing. For the companies under investigation, addressing these issues (i.e., feedback speed
and testing costs) was of the utmost importance. As a result of our analysis in Paper I
and the concerns expressed by software professionals during workshops about the lack of
simple test optimization techniques in CI/CD, we decided to focus our research on test
case optimization in automated regression testing. The term simple refers to affordable
techniques that require little technical constraints and easily accessible data. Thus, the
findings of RQ1 motivated the need for RQ2, as shown in Figure 1.2.

Numerous test optimization techniques have been proposed to minimize, select, or priori-
tize sets of test cases in order to gain faster feedback throughout testing cycles [36]. The
industry, we collaborated with, brought in few constraints such as lack of sharing of soft-
ware production code with outside researchers (due to business confidentiality) and limited
information about internal working of system under test, limiting us to use black-box test
optimization techniques. Aside from these constraints, the size of a test suite is increas-
ing at a faster rate, indicating the need for test optimization techniques to receive faster
feedback [17]. Recent results indicate that diversity-based testing (DBT) is a promising
candidate for black-box test optimization in such situations [37] due to its failure detection
and feature/requirement coverage. Diversity-based testing refers to a number of method-
ologies that use distance values to discover similar elements amongst test artifacts, such
as specifications [20], [38], [39], test input or output [40], failure, and execution history
[41], [42], among other things. We chose to focus on diversity-based testing (DBT) ap-
proaches since they are largely black-box with limited dependence on external artifacts
(i.e., similar to our circumstances where we had lack of detailed information about system)
and have demonstrated higher test efficacy when compared to other techniques. Particu-
larly, diversity-based testing techniques outperform other black-box testing methods, such
as combinatorial interaction testing and mutation-based testing [37].

By using DBT, we intended to reduce test cases, increase feature/requirements coverage
and reveal faults during regression testing (i.e., RQ 2.1 in Table 1.1). Furthermore, we
investigated what are the trade-offs in selecting fewer test cases during software builds
(i.e., RQ 2.2)? This dissertation also documented if there is a difference between similarity
functions in selecting integration-level automated test cases (i.e., RQ 2.3) as well as how
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diversity compares with other prioritization approaches on CI feedback cycles concerning
fault detection rates, coverage of features, and optimized execution time (i.e., RQ 2.4).

To address RQ2, two investigations (Paper II and III) were conducted. As indicated in
Figure 1.2, this research effort resulted in two scientific outcomes (Papers II and III) and
one practical outcome (the DBT tool)3.

Research Papers Addressing RQ3
Developers submit code changes with the expectation that test failures will be associated
with the code modifications. Unfortunately, rather than being the result of changes to the
code, some test failures occur due to flaky tests. This concerns the software developers, in
investigated companies (i.e., Paper I), when they talked about how much they have problem
showing trust in the feedback from the testing cycles due to test flakiness.

We used a variety of approaches to address RQ3. For example, The first paper (i.e., Paper
IV) was conducted to investigate practitioners’ perceptions of test flakiness in a closed-
source development environment (i.e., RQ 3.1). Perception is critical in the adoption of
new techniques/processes by practitioners, as practitioners may choose local opinion over
empirical data [43]. The scientific community has paid close attention to the necessity to
understand practitioners’ perceptions of software engineering. Researchers have investi-
gated practitioners’ perceptions of continuous integration [44], software design (e.g., code
smells or exception handling) [45]–[48], software testing [49]–[51] and software quality [52]–
[55]. Since flaky tests are a serious concern of software professionals, we decided to inves-
tigate practitioners’ perceptions about what factors are perceived to affect test flakiness.
Capturing these perceptions and comparing them to previous work will lead to a clearer
understanding of test flakiness, which will prevent individuals from misunderstanding one
other in the future. In addition to practitioners’ perceptions, Paper IV investigated the root
causes of test flakiness (i.e., RQ 3.2). The Paper IV reported whether or not the developers’
perceptions match with what they have marked as flaky or not (i.e., RQ 3.3). The idea
was to investigate what practitioners perceive and whether these perceptions are reflected
in the test artifacts.

The most common method for fixing test flakiness is to re-run test cases. However, re-
running test cases consumes resources (Google spends 2-16% of their testing budget on re-
running tests [30]) and is still unreliable [56]. Furthermore, estimating the number of re-runs
necessary to detect a difference between test results and the expected results is challenging
[56]. Developers may be able to detect test flaws by rerunning the test numerous times and
observing variations. However, practitioners’ primary interest is to understand what causes
test flakiness, requiring close attention to a frequently asked question by developers: “why
is this test case flaky?”.

The goal is to develop novel tools and techniques to detect, predict, and automate root cause
analysis of test flakiness, particularly to indicate the reasons for test cases being flaky. The
factors identified in Paper IV, as well as some new factors, were investigated to see whether
these factors played any role in exposing test flakiness (i.e., RQ 3.4). These factors were
utilized to create an automated technique/tool (named as MDFlaker4) for detecting flaky
tests as well as an automated root cause analysis of test flakiness (i.e., RQ 3.5). The goal for
RQ 3.5 is to identify: what type of information MDFlaker can reveal to developers to help
understand the root causes of test flakiness?. The MDFlaker consists of four factors: trace-
back coverage, test smells, flaky frequency, and test case size. Each of the aforementioned
factors provides significant information on its own, but when combined, they provide an

3https://gitlab.liu.se/azeah70/diversitybasedtesting
4https://gitlab.liu.se/azeah70/multifactorftdetector
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aggregated score on test flakiness. We utilized these scores and the associated information
to both prevent future test flakiness and to identify and remedy existing test flakiness. After
acquiring information about the aforementioned factors in failed test cases, MDFlaker uses
a machine-learning algorithm to classify whether failed test executions are flaky or not.

Another significant contribution (Paper VI) to the research of test flakiness is the prediction
of test flakiness using machine learning (ML) approaches on test code. We used supervised
ML classifiers to determine whether a test case is flaky or not based on the contents of a
Python test case. We sought evidence that machine learning classifiers can predict flaky
tests and that the results may be applied to test cases written in other languages. In
addition, our unique contribution is to determine if test smells are accurate indicators of
test flakiness. Through detailed investigation of false positives and false negatives, we were
able to compile a list of test smells that are strong and weak predictors of test flakiness.

In summary, the RQ3 resulted in three research outputs (Papers IV, V, and VI) and one
practical output (the MDFlaker tool), as illustrated in Figure 1.2.

Research Papers Addressing RQ4
Developing tools or techniques to address research problems comes with a multitude of
challenges specific to such tools or techniques. Paper I, III and VI explore the factors that
influence the adoption of tools and techniques proposed in RQ2 (i.e., DBT techniques) and
RQ3 (i.e., machine learning classifiers for predicting test flakiness), as well as the challenges
associated with addressing information needs via visualization tools in RQ1.

Number of studies [17], [57]–[59] highlight the effectiveness of test prioritization in continu-
ous integration pipelines, but the literature is inadequate of insights into the challenges and
guidelines associated with the adoption of diversity-based testing techniques in continuous
integration pipelines (i.e., RQ 4.1). In fact, research findings are rarely discussed in terms
of their practical impact [60], [61]. When it comes to regression testing techniques, different
factors affect adoption, such as context suitability (e.g., system, domain, test process), the
desired effects (e.g., improved test coverage or transparency in decisions) [62].

Similarly, in Paper VI, the limitations of using machine learning classifiers to predict test
flakiness were discussed (i.e., RQ 4.2). Paper I looked into the various challenges that prac-
titioners faced when designing visualization tools or selecting from a wide range of external
(e.g., commercial or open-source) visualization tools (i.e., RQ 4.3). A good visualization
tool improves decision making, ad hoc data analysis, user collaboration and communica-
tion, and return on investment [63]. Paper I listed recommendations from practitioners who
are experts in developing, maintaining, and providing visualization services to the software
team in Paper (i.e., RQ 4.4).
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2 Personal Contributions

This dissertation contains articles that are the result of multiple authors’ research and work.
This section discusses how each article was influenced by the author’s personal experiences.

2.1 Papers included in this work

Paper I - Data Visualization in Continuous Integration and
Delivery: Information Needs, Challenges, and
Recommendations
Publication details: Ahmad, A., Leifler, O., Sandahl, K.: Data visualisation in contin-
uous integration and delivery: information needs, challenges, and recommendations. IET
Soft. 16(3), 331– 349 (2022). https://doi.org/10.1049/sfw2.12030

The research design, data collection, determining analysis techniques, and result validations
were all carried out by myself. Ola Leifler, Kristian Sandahl, and I worked together on the
quantitative and qualitative data analysis. The resulting paper was written by myself and
later reviewed by Ola Leifler and Kristian Sandahl.

Paper II - Improving Continuous Integration with
Similarity-based Test Case Selection
Publication details: F. G. de Oliveira Neto, A. Ahmad, O. Leifler, K. Sandahl and
E. Enoiu, "Improving Continuous Integration with Similarity-Based Test Case Selection",
2018 IEEE/ACM 13th International Workshop on Automation of Software Test (AST),
Gothenburg, Sweden, 2018, pp. 39-45.
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2. Personal Contributions

The research design, data collection, and data analysis for this article was a joint effort
by myself and Francisco Gomes de Oliveira Neto. I implemented the programming scripts
to parse the industry data with the guidance of Francisco Gomes to be used for analysis.
Francisco Gomes wrote a paper. I, together with Kristian Sandahl, Eduard Enoiu and Ola
Leifler, reviewed the paper.

Paper III - An Industrial Study on the Challenges and
Effects of Diversity-based Testing in Continuous Integration
Publication details: A. Ahmad, F. G. de Oliveira Neto, E. Enoiu, K. Sandahl and O.
Leifler, "An Industrial Study on the Challenges and Effects of Diversity-based Testing in
Continuous Integration", submitted for publication

The research design, data collection, and data analysis for this article were a joint effort
by all the authors. Francisco Gomes, Kristian Sandahl, and Eduard Enoiu collected the
qualitative data, whereas I wrote the programming scripts to collect the quantitative data
from test artifacts provided by the industry. I together with Eduard Enoiu transcribed
the audio recording. The primary qualitative data analysis was conducted by myself and
Eduard Enoiu. Later, Francisco Gomes, Ola Leifler, and Kristian Sandahl reviewed the
analysis of qualitative data. I implemented the programming scripts to parse the industry
data with the guidance of Francisco Gomes to be used for quantitative analysis. Francisco
Gomes, Eduard Enoiu, and myself have written a paper together. Kristian Sandahl and
Ola Leifler reviewed the paper.

Paper IV - Empirical Analysis of Practitioners’ Perceptions
of Test Flakiness Factors
Publication details: Ahmad, A, Leifler, O, Sandahl, K. Empirical analysis of practi-
tioners’ perceptions of test flakiness factors. Software Testing Verification Reliability. 2021;
Vol. 31, no 8. https://doi.org/10.1002/stvr.1791

For this article, I was responsible for the idea design, data collection, and analysis of all of
the information presented. I gathered all of the qualitative and quantitative information
and carried out the entire analysis. I implemented the script to parse industry data in
order to conduct quantitative analysis on it. Afterwards, Ola Leifler and Kristian Sandahl
reviewed the findings of the qualitative and quantitative data analysis. I wrote a full-length
paper. Kristian Sandahl and Ola Leifler were responsible for reviewing the paper.

Paper V - A Multi-factor Approach for Flaky Test Detection
and Automated Root Cause Analysis
Publication details: A. Ahmad, F. G. de Oliveira Neto, Z. Shi, K. Sandahl and O.
Leifler, "A Multi-factor Approach for Flaky Test Detection and Automated Root Cause
Analysis," 28th Asia-Pacific Software Engineering Conference (APSEC), Taipei, Taiwan,
2021 pp. 338-348. doi: 10.1109/APSEC53868.2021.00041

For this article, I was responsible for the idea and design. The primary data collection and
tool implementation was performed by the MS thesis student (Zhixiang Shi). The detailed
analysis of all of the information presented were conducted by myself, MS thesis student and
Francisco Gomes. Afterwards, Ola Leifler acted as mentor and Kristian Sandahl reviewed
the findings of the qualitative and quantitative data analysis. I wrote a full-length paper.
Kristian Sandahl and Ola Leifler were responsible for reviewing the paper.
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2.2. Papers not included in this work

Paper VI - An Evaluation of Machine Learning Methods for
Predicting Flaky Tests
Publication details: A. Ahmad, O. Leifler and K. Sandahl, “An evaluation of ma-
chine learning methods for predicting flaky tests”, in Proceedings of the 8th international
workshop on quantitative approaches to software quality co-located with 27th asia-pacific
software engineering conference (APSEC 2020), singapore (virtual), December 1, 2020, vol
2767, p. 37–46.

I was responsible for the idea design, data collection, and analysis of all of the information
presented. I gathered all of the quantitative information and carried out the entire analysis.
I implemented the script to parse open-source data in order to conduct quantitative analysis
on it. Afterwards, Ola Leifler and Kristian Sandahl reviewed the findings of the data
analysis. I wrote a full-length paper. Kristian Sandahl and Ola Leifler were responsible for
reviewing the paper.

2.2 Papers not included in this work

Paper VII - Software professionals’ information needs in
continuous integration and delivery
Publication details: Azeem Ahmad, Ola Leifler, and Kristian Sandahl. Software pro-
fessionals’ information needs in continuous integration and delivery. In Proceedings of the
36th Annual ACM Symposium on Applied Computing (SAC ’21). Association for Com-
puting Machinery, New York, USA, 1513–1520. https://doi.org/10.1145/3412841.3442026

The research design, data collection, determining analysis techniques, and result validations
were all carried out by myself. Ola Leifler, Kristian Sandahl, and I worked together on the
quantitative and qualitative data analysis. The resulting paper was written by myself and
later reviewed by Ola Leifler and Kristian Sandahl.

Paper VIII - Identifying Randomness related Flaky Tests
through Divergence and Execution Tracing
Publication details: Azeem Ahmad, Ola Leifler, Erik Norrestam and Kristian Sandahl.
2022. Pending for presentation at 5th International Workshop on the Next Level of Test
Automation

For this article, I was responsible for the idea and design. The primary data collection
and tool implementation was performed by the MS thesis student (Erik Norrestam). The
detailed analysis of all of the information presented were conducted by MS thesis in super-
vision of Ola Leifler and myself. The publication paper was produced, by me, by modifying
the version of the MS thesis.

Paper IX - The Perceived Effects of Introducing Coaching
on the Development of Student’s Soft Skills Managing
Software Quality
Publication details: A. Ahmad, K. Sandahl, en A. Barglund, “The Perceived Effects
of Introducing Coaching on the Development of Student’s Soft Skills Managing Software
Quality”, in Joint Proceedings of SEED 2021 & QuASoQ 2021 co-located with 28th Asia
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Pacific Software Engineering Conference 2021, Taipei [Virtual], December 6, 2021, vol 3062,
p. 22–29.

For this article, I was responsible for the idea. Kristian Sandahl, Aseel Barglund, and I
worked together to create the design. All of the authors contributed to data collection and
analysis. I wrote the resulting paper, which was later reviewed by Aseel Barglund and
Kristian Sandahl.

2.3 Open-Source Tools
We developed two ready-to-use software tools for Paper II and Paper V for the companies.
The first tool, named DBT plugin 1 implements the DBT technique on a Python test suite
for both standalone applications and automated builds utilizing Jenkins, Travis CI, and
similar tools. The tool is distributed under the Apache 2.0 License. The other tool, named
MDFlaker 2 was provided under the Apache 2.0 license and determines if test cases are
flaky or not using four factors (as described in Paper V). These factors are used to train a
KNN model, which is subsequently used to detect flaky tests.

1https://gitlab.liu.se/azeah70/diversitybasedtesting
2https://gitlab.liu.se/azeah70/multifactorftdetector
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3 Method

This chapter provides an overview of the research process and methodology used in the
papers included in this work.

3.1 Research Process and Methodology
For researchers, determining an appropriate research methodology is an important [64]
and difficult [65] step in the research process. It is highly recommended to work with the
research methodology systematically as suggested by Bailey and Handu [66]: “a systematic
process based on the scientific method that facilitates the identification of relationships and
determination of differences in order to answer a question”. People often link research
studies in a way that leads to (1) figuring out what the problem is, (2) coming up with
a solution, and (3) testing the solution. We used the same systematic approach, moving
from problem identification to solution proposal and finally validation of the solution. We
mapped the research studies to the systematic process as shown in Table 3.1.

In addition to the research process, choosing the right research design or method is just as
important. Different purpose requires different research methods [67]. In accordance with
Robson’s classification [68], Runeson et al. [67] identified four different types of research
purposes:

• Exploratory – determining what is happening, gaining new insights, and developing
ideas and hypotheses for future research.

• Descriptive – portraying a situation or phenomenon.
• Explanatory – attempting to explain a situation or a problem, preferably but not

always through the use of a causal relationship
• Improving – attempting to improve a particular aspect of the phenomenon being

studied
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We presented single- or multiple-case studies [69] in this dissertation, in which we inves-
tigated one or more phenomena in different cases. Because the objects of study are con-
temporary phenomena that are difficult to study in isolation, the case study methodology
is well suited for many types of software engineering research [67]. Case studies allow for
a more in-depth understanding of the phenomena under investigation as compared to con-
trolled experiments [67]. Each case in a multiple case study should be selected carefully so
that it either predicts a) similar results or b) contrasting results [69]. We picked (a) so that
results from different cases would complement each other.

There are three different types of methods (i.e., quantitative, qualitative and mixed re-
search) that can be used in the research [70]. Both qualitative and quantitative methods
are used in this research in order to address our research questions. Combining qualitative
and quantitative data tends to result in a more complete understanding of the study’s phe-
nomena [67]. Quantitative data consists of numbers and classes, whereas qualitative data
consists of words, descriptions, pictures, diagrams, and so on [67]. Statistics are used to an-
alyze quantitative data, whereas categorization and sorting are used to analyze qualitative
data [67].

Problem Identification
All of the investigated studies (Papers I-VI) looked at different problems. As shown in
Table 3.1, we used a variety of methods to investigate the problems, including a survey, site
visits, workshops, interviews, and artifact evaluation. We explain each method below.

Survey: A survey is a type of empirical study in which data are gathered by asking people
questions. It is used to obtain a numerical or quantitative description of a particular group
of people [70]. We used a combination of closed-ended and open-ended questions to conduct
the survey. We began the survey with closed-ended questions to familiarize participants with
the issues. Closed-ended questions are a faster and less expensive method of surveying [70].
The survey included open-ended questions too which enabled practitioners to incorporate
additional information and perspectives on a subject.

Site Visit: There is no comprehensive definition of a site visit available [71]. An evaluative
site visit occurs when individuals with specific expertise and preparation travel to a site for
a limited period of time to gather information about an evaluation object, either through
personal experience or through the reported experiences of others, in order to prepare
account of events addressing the site visit’s purpose [71]. We visited a site to obtain such
information during the work with Paper IV as shown in Table 3.1. However many workshops
for data collection or validation, as explained in below section, were conducted at different
sites.

Workshops: Workshops are a vital area of investigation in the fields of computer science
[72]. We conducted workshops, in investigated studies, based on the principles proposed by
Thoring et al. [72]. These principles are described below:

• Focus Definitions – develop a clear and concise research question and evaluation
objectives. What is the workshop intended to accomplish? Is your primary objective
to evaluate something or to create something?

• Role Allocation – assign roles to the various stakeholders or participants. Deter-
mine which roles should be informants for which types of data. Reduce the risk of
researcher bias by separating mentoring from data collection

• Triangulation – combine various research techniques and compare data from multiple
appropriate data sources.
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3.1. Research Process and Methodology

Table 3.1: Papers and related research methods and focus
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Paper I Multiple - - - S ✓ ✓ - - - - - ✓ Exploratory ✓ ✓
Paper II Multiple - - - S ✓ - ✓ ✓ - - - ✓ Exploratory ✓ ✓
Paper III Single - ✓ - U ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ - ✓ Exploratory ✓ ✓
Paper IV Multiple ✓ ✓ ✓ S ✓ ✓ - - ✓ - - ✓ Improving ✓ ✓
Paper V Single - - - - ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ - - ✓ Improving ✓ -
Paper VI Single - - - S - ✓ - - ✓ - - ✓ Exploratory ✓ ✓

S: Supervised, U: Unsupervised, SS: Semi-supervised, OS: Open-source software

• Transparency – describe and publish your evaluation aims, methodology, selection
criteria, participant data, workshop course, and workshop findings so that other
researchers can replicate them.

• Reflection – make 3–5 key observations on the usefulness of your evaluation ap-
proach (not the outcomes). This will aid in the future improvement of the workshop
assessment criteria and provide useful insights for other academics.

Artifacts Evaluation: In the software process, there are many things that make up
artifacts [73]. Each one can be described by a measurement [73]. For example, a piece
of software code could be evaluated by its size, functionality, complexity, modularity, and
other factors [73]. As part of the data collection, we acquired a number of software artifacts.
Several metrics (e.g., size, clarity, etc.) were utilized to evaluate the artifacts to be analyzed.

Proposing a Solution
All of the investigated Papers (Papers I-VI) proposed solutions in a different ways as shown
in Table 3.1. According to Cambridge dictionary, the interpretation refers to “an explana-
tion or opinion of what something means”. Papers I, III, IV and VI provided the solution
in terms of interpretation by practitioners of the studied phenomenon. The technique de-
scribes a specific approach of doing something. The tool helps practitioner in applying the
techniques.
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Solution Validation
Validation was done in a variety of ways for each of the solutions presented in the research.
For the purpose of providing objective evaluation, in two studies (e.g., Paper I and IV),
the companies that participated in the validation studies were distinct from the companies
who participated in the primary investigations. The usage of triangulation was employed
in order to improve the precision of the validation. Triangulation involves approaching the
studied object from many perspectives, resulting in a more comprehensive view [67]. There
are four main types of triangulation that can be used, depending on the situation [74] as
explained below:

• Data (source) triangulation – utilizing more than one data source or collecting the
same data at various intervals

• Observer triangulation – using more than one observer in the study
• Methodological triangulation – combining various data collection approaches, such

as qualitative and quantitative methods
• Theory triangulation – utilizing different theories or points of view

All of the above-mentioned triangulation techniques were applied in the investigations in-
cluded in this dissertation. Data triangulation and methodological triangulation were em-
ployed in several studies such as a comparison with literature, comparison with open source
software, comparison with industry tools, quantitative data, semi-structured interviews,
and workshops,as shown in Table 3.1. Many more than one author served as an observer
during data collection and validation, and theories from many perspectives (e.g., experi-
ments conducted with open-source software or work of other researchers) were evaluated in
different studies.

3.2 Research Methods Concerning Paper I
We conducted a multiple case study. Companies were labeled from A-F. We studied different
business sectors to avoid biases. Both quantitative and qualitative data collection was
performed during the work with Paper I as presented in Table 3.1. Data collection, analysis,
and validation were carried out in two stages, as seen in Figure 7.1 of Paper I. During phase
1, we conducted individual interviews with 13 software practitioners from cases A-E to
collect data. We recorded the conversations and took notes during the meetings with prior
permission from the participants. We conducted 60 minutes long individual semi-structured
interviews1 to collect data from all participants.

We read all of the transcripts from the interviews and coded them according to open coding
[75]. Each paragraph of the transcript of each case company was studied to determine
what was said and each paragraph was labeled with one or more codes. After analysis, the
initial codes were re-checked by other researchers (i.e., co-authors). Later, we conducted a
physical workshop with 21 different participants from five industries to validate the results.
For the data validation exercise, we selected different participants from the ones who had
participated in the earlier data collection phase to avoid biases in the results.

The goal of phase 2 was to identify the challenges, therefore we conducted individual in-
terviews with 5 software practitioners from cases A, B, and F. In addition, we requested
participants to present the visualization tools that their teams have been using/developing.
These participants were in charge of giving visualization support to developers and testers.
To conduct, record, analyze, report, and validate the data/findings, a similar process (i.e.,
phase 1 above) was followed.

1https://tinyurl.com/y2uztk5w
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3.3. Research Methods Concerning Paper II

3.3 Research Methods Concerning Paper II
We conducted a multiple case study to investigate the advantages of adopting diversity-
based test case selection to utilize continuous integration by giving fast and meaningful
feedback on integration test activities. This case study was carried out using information
gathered from two companies. Since this was an exploratory case study as shown in Table
3.1, our goal was not to analyze the quality of their CI pipelines and activities; rather,
we used our findings to explain each case and highlight specific aspects of their automated
testing processes that may be improved. We visited organization to conduct semi-structured
interviews with testers and learn about the connections between the CI pipeline and their
testing efforts. Furthermore, practitioners exported test data from their CIs, such as test
case specs, execution logs, and build information (time stamps, executed test cases, and so
on), which we used for data collection.

3.4 Research Methods Concerning Paper III
We conducted a single case study in order to identify and analyze the challenges and
consequences of implementing DBT in the workplace. In order to clarify communication
between researchers and practitioners, we held a kick-off meeting (i.e., an unstructured
interview) with practitioners at our industry partner, during which we elicited their context
as part of the data collecting process to clarify communication. (Table 3.1).

In a nutshell, we evaluated regression testing within CI pipelines in a surveillance company
in Sweden using data mining a test repository and conducting a focus group interview,
among other methods. Our case study has been divided into two self-contained units of
analysis, each of which will be used to address the research questions. Paper III is covered by
the first unit of analysis (research A), which involves statistical analysis of DBT applied on
archive data provided by the company. The other unit of analysis (research B) is based on
the results of a focus group study conducted with practitioners. A large effort was dedicated
for transcribing the audio recording as part of the data collection. Data collected from
practitioners is grouped into topics using thematic analysis [76], which reveals limitations
and possible benefits of incorporating DBT into their continuous improvement pipelines.

3.5 Research Methods Concerning Paper IV
We conducted a multiple case study, investigating 5 different cases. We collected data in
all five cases through online and in-person workshops, site visits, and semi-structured in-
terviews, as detailed in Table 3.1. Prior to the investigation, we used a Google form to
determine case companies’ interest in test flakiness. The survey is comprised of multiple
choice questions and was developed following an analysis of prior literature on test flak-
iness.18 respondents from five different companies responded to the poll.We studied the
findings of the online survey and developed open-ended questions for the online workshops.
We encouraged discussion among workshop participants but did not expect them to reach
an agreement.

Later, one of the authors made a visit to company A to interview two testers. The 180-
minute interview was taped and transcribed onto an Excel file for analysis. The rationale
for visiting the organization was to examine their testing procedure and documentation in
person, as they claimed to have no flaky tests. The objective was to elicit tacit knowledge
from the company’s daily operations. During a visit, we received a complete test suite
consisting of 1609 test cases from case A as well as 30 tests marked as flaky and 120 marked
as non-flaky from case B. To investigate what practitioners perceive and whether these
perceptions are reflected in the test artifacts, we ran an automated script on test artifacts.
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We used open coding [75] to code the transcripts from the workshop and interviews. Each
paragraph of the transcripts was labeled with one or more codes. Later, we analyzed
all paragraphs from various companies to identify codes that were identical (axial codes).
These codes were further classified according to the influencing factor and its effect, which
indicated whether the factor was believed to increase or decrease test flakiness.

Following that, we held a physical workshop with ten participants from five different com-
panies to validate the results. To prevent biases in the results, we chose individuals for the
data validation exercise who were not involved in the earlier data collection phase. This
workshop lasted 120 minutes and provided participants with a list of influencing factors
along with their descriptions. The participants were asked to rank the elements’ impor-
tance using the Likert scale (i.e., from 1 to 5, ’Strongly Agree’ to ’Strongly Disagree’).
Each factor was discussed with participants to ensure that they understood its significance.
Along with assessing the importance of factors, participants were asked to rank their effect
on test flakiness using a similar Likert scale.

3.6 Research Methods Concerning Paper V
We conduced a single case study using open-source data to assess which factors are more
effective to predict flaky test executions. We selected three Github projects to run our case
study based on different factors. We chose those three projects because they are reasonably
large and belong to a variety of business domains. We selected a total of 212 versions that
had at least one failing tests from the three projects, leading to a set of 2166 test failures.
To compare our classification, we needed to know which test runs from the selected versions
displayed flaky behavior. To do this, we checked out and executed each build 30 times in
isolation (tests were ran in random orders in order to cover some of the flaky categories
defined in literature). When a test’s outcome changed during those 30 runs, we classified
the test execution as flaky. These trials yielded failures from the test set, with 1372 flaky
tests and 794 non-flaky tests.

We evaluated our approach and tool (MDFlaker) in a case study with open-source projects.
Our goal was to assess which factors were more effective to identify flaky test executions,
whether those factors help in identifying root causes for test flakiness and, lastly, how does
MDFlaker compare with other existing tools that classify test flakiness

3.7 Research Methodology Concerning Paper VI
Using open-source data, we conducted a single case study. We created a script to extract
the contents of twelve open-source projects’ test cases. Following the extraction of the test
case text, we investigated which of the test cases in our database had been mentioned as
flaky by Lam et.al [77]. Following this mapping, we created a database that included the
project name, test case name, test case content, and a label.

We used three machine learning classifiers named as Naive Bayes (NBC), Support Vector
Machines (SVM), and Random Forest (RF). NBC is commonly used in classification and is
well-known for producing outstanding results [78]. The appealing characteristic of SVM is
that it eliminates the requirement for feature selections, making spam categorization simple
and quick [79]. RF is an ensemble classification method (a technique that combines numer-
ous base models to build an ideal predictive model) that can be used to solve challenges
with data classification.

To evaluate the predictive accuracy of classifiers, accuracy as the only performance indices
is not sufficient [80]. We used precision, recall, F1-score, ROC curve, false positives and
false negatives [80].
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4 Results Summary and
Contributions

This chapter provides a summary of the findings from several investigations (i.e., Papers
I-VI). We present answers to the research questions (i.e., RQ1-RQ4).

4.1 Answers to Research Question 1
This section summarizes the results of the RQ1. To facilitate reading, we have included the
RQs below. Responses to RQs might serve as a starting point for organizations optimizing
their CI/CD pipelines. The answers to RQ1 can assist organizations in identifying their
specific CI/CD needs. After identifying needs, practitioners within the organization can
prioritize the work in fulfilling them. The responses to RQ1 pertain to the "well described
complexity" section of Figure 1.1.

RQ1: What are practitioners’ information needs in continuous integration
and deployment and how practitioners manages them?

RQ1.1: What are practitioners’ information needs in continuous integration and
deployment?

RQ1.2: To what extent are software tools utilized in industry to address the iden-
tified information needs?

RQ1.3: Do practitioners assign priorities to identified information needs based on
importance, frequency and effort?

Information Needs - RQ 1.1
To answer RQ1, we identified a total of 27 information needs. The identified information
needs have been classified as testing, code & commit, confidence, bug, and artifacts. Testing
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Table 4.1: Importance, Frequency, Effort and Time With Respect To Infor-
mation Needs

ID Information Need Im
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rt
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C1 How much confidence do we have in the release to deploy
to the customers?

4,8 4,9 5,0 15-20

CC6 Is the given feature ready to release to customers? 4,5 4,6 5,0 15-20
B3 Is the bug fix ready to release to customers? 4,5 4,6 5,0 15-20
C2 How much confidence do we have in the test suite? 4,1 4,9 5,0 ą20
C3 How much confidence do we have in stand-alone projects to

be merged into the master branch/baseline?
4,1 4,7 4,8 ą20

CC2 What is the status/health of new code changes? 4,1 4,6 4,8 15-20
CC4 Which change request does the specific commit implements? 4,0 4,7 3,5 10-15
CC1 Does the final release to customers include my code? 4,0 3,7 2,5 5-10
T3 In which environment/machine do specific test cases fail? 3,8 4,7 4,5 ą20
T7 Which test cases are flaky? 3,7 4,7 5,0 ą20
CC5 Is the given feature implemented? 3,6 4,6 4,5 10-15
B1 Which bugs have been fixed in the specific release? 3,2 4,3 3,3 10-15
T5 What are the build/test results of my commits? 3,1 4,7 5,0 ą20
CC3 Which requirement does the specific commit implements? 3,0 4,7 3,0 10-15
B4 Who broke the build? 3,0 3,5 4,0 ą20
T6 What are the unstable areas of the code that require more

testing/attention?
2,9 4,3 5,0 20

CC8 How has my code affected non-functional properties of the
product?

2,7 4,6 3,4 ą20

A1 What tasks are pending in the pipeline for a long time? 2,6 2,7 4,0 15-20
B2 How many bugs are still open with specific release? 2,4 2,6 2,0 10-15
T1 Which test cases/suites have been run on which product? 2,2 4,3 5,0 15-20
T2 Which test cases/suites have been run on which branch? 2,1 4,3 5,0 15-20
T4 Which test suite’ execution times have increased recently? 1,9 3,6 1,0 10-15
T8 What is a test execution history of a specific test case? 1,5 3,6 1,0 10-15
CC9 Which internal release notes have my comments/code? 1,5 1,9 5,0 ą20
A2 When and why was this artifact created/modified? 1,3 1,7 3,5 15-20
A3 Who created this artifact? 1,3 1,7 3,0 15-20
CC7 How often does a specific employee deliver new code to the

system?
1,0 1,1 5,0 ą20

and code & commit each has eight associated needs as shown in Table 4.1. Three needs
were identified in the confidence level category, four in the bug category, and five within
artifacts. The details of the information needs are presented in Section 7.

How Practitioners Manages Information Needs - RQ 1.2
Table 4.2 shows how companies (A-E) deal with information needs, what tools they use
to deal with them, and who is interested in them. "In-house visualization" refers to the
visualization tools that have been built by the company’s IT department to address the
information needs. "External visualization tool" refers to situations wherein stakeholders
can seek answers from the direct output of external tools or plugins. For example, answers
for T1 & T2 can be directly sought through the default output from the Jenkin’s test
framework, or through the use of plugins with no manual intervention necessary. "Manual
inspection" is a combination of internal/external tools and human intervention such as
manually traversing the logs, sending emails to colleagues, or querying databases. We
observed that only case A has in-house visualization tools that provide complete answers
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4.1. Answers to Research Question 1

to T4, CC1-4, C1,3 and partial answers to T3 and C2 due to the fact that this company
needs external tools to get a complete answer. On the other hand, ten information needs
out of twenty-seven, such as T5-6,8, CC5-7,9, B3, and A2-3, can only be answered through
manual inspections of output from tools. A general summary to increase readability about
information needs, their stakeholders and how it is addressed is presented in Table 4.2.

Jenkins [81] is a widely adopted CI tool for addressing the identified information needs,
followed by GitHub 1 and Jira 2. Gerrit 3 was mentioned only once by case E to address
CC1. We asked participants about stakeholders that would be interested in knowing the
answers to the identified information needs as represented in Table 4.2. We observed that
none of the information needs belonged to just one stakeholder but several. Different
stakeholders are connected to needs in different capacities. "Compliance Authority" is an
external stakeholder that requires answers to certain questions before the product can be
released to customers. This was only applicable to case E.

Information Need’s Priorities Based on Importance,
Frequency & Effort - RQ 1.3
Practitioners were asked to rank the information needs based on their importance, fre-
quency of occurrence, and effort involved in addressing them prior to building or selecting
an appropriate tool. Practitioners should prioritize information needs that are most critical
and frequently requested in order to boost productivity and save time [11]. Eight (29%)
information needs, as presented in Table 4.1, are marked as either "important" or "very
important". Participants consider information needs such as C1-3, CC1,2,4,6, and B3 sig-
nificantly important. On the other hand, six (22%) information needs have been marked
as either "good to know" or "of little importance". We did not see any correlation between
the needs and classification. The needs cover different activities such as test execution time
(T4), test case life cycle (T8), internal release notes (CC9), artifact related question (A2-3)
and employee performance (CC7).

When it comes to the frequency of answering the information needs, 17 needs (62%) were
marked as either "frequently" or "very frequently" as represented by the bold text in Table
4.1. Three (11%) needs — which received a low ranking for importance — were marked
as either "depends on context" or "rarely". All important needs (i.e., moderately to very
important) were sought either "frequently" or "very frequently" in day-to-day to routines of
the practitioners.

As far as effort to address information needs is concerned, 17 information needs (63%) were
marked either as "difficult" or "very difficult". One can imagine the magnitude of difficulty
practitioners faced due to the fact that all frequently sought needs were mentioned either
as "difficult" or "very difficult". Only four (14%) needs were marked either "easy" or "very
easy".

As seen in the Table 4.1, we also asked how much time practitioners spent looking for
information. It took more than 10 minutes to answer 24 (87%) information needs, whereas
just 3 needs were answered in under 10 minutes. All of the "frequently" labeled needs took
more than 10 minutes to address.

1https://github.com
2https://www.atlassian.com/software/jira
3https://www.gerritcodereview.com/
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4.2 Answers to Research Question 2
This section contains a summary of the RQ2 results. The RQs are displayed below to
improve reading. These RQs were covered in Papers II and III. This RQ is about improving
feedback speed during automated regression testing. The responses to RQ2 are for the
"Timely Feedback" part of Figure 1.1.

RQ2: To what extent, can different tools/techniques be utilized to achieve
faster feedback and increase trust in the given feedback during regression
testing in CI/CD?

RQ2.1: How can DBT lever test feedback on CI pipelines?
RQ2.2: Is there a difference between diversity functions in selecting integration-

level automated test cases?
RQ2.3: How does diversity compare with other prioritization approaches on CI

feedback cycles concerning fault detection rates, coverage of features, and optimized
execution time?

DBT to Lever Test Feedback on CI/CD Pipelines &
Differences in Diversity Functions - RQ 2.1 - 2.2
In this case study we consider three distinct attributes in a test case: test requirements,
test dependencies, test steps. As a functional assessment of the system under test, a test
requirement serves as an approval criterion. Test requirements include things like validating
a system need (e.g., a hardware element should respond properly to network commands).
Dependencies on functionality for testing are also known as test dependencies, and they are
not included in the approval criteria. Test dependencies refers to test requirements that
must be present to test the specific test requirements. For example, to test the test require-
ment A, the SUT must contain test requirement X, thus making X as a test dependency. Test
requirements and dependencies are the necessary components for a test to be carried out
successfully. Test steps are the plain language description of user activities and expected
outcomes that a tester creates. Because these tests are at the integration level, the natural
language description is eventually converted into test code that can be executed.

We evaluated diversity-based selection techniques in terms of the percentage of number
of requirements covered by the test cases, dependencies, and steps covered as we reduced
the number of test cases in steps of 5% of the total number of test cases. This enables
us to observe how coverage changes when we run fewer test cases. As a control group,
we utilized random selection (RDM), whereas the remaining three levels represent various
similarity functions used in published studies [39], [40], [42], [82]: Normalised Levenshtein
(NL), Jaccard Index (JI) and Normalised Compression Distance (NCD).

When it comes to test requirement and dependency coverage, both the JI and NL techniques
outperform RDM and NCD by offering higher and more sustainable coverage when the
number of test cases is reduced. It is worth noting that both techniques can eliminate up
to 85% (931 /1096) of test cases while still covering all distinct test criteria (Figure 4.1).
In other words, even if a developer is working locally on a single test requirement, she can
submit her changes to the CI server and receive feedback from all test requirements while
only running 15% of the test suite. NL and JI outperform other selection techniques when
test dependencies are considered (Figure 4.2). It is important to note that while each test
covers a single requirement, each test case may have multiple dependents. Surprisingly,
NCD has performed worse than RDM. When employed on small strings, compression can
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impair NCD, according to Feldt [40]. Our dataset’s test requirements are short strings,
which may favor NL because the edit distance provides a fine-grained similarity value.

Since the time falls linearly as we remove test cases (see Figure 4.3), the first conclusion to
be drawn is that we cannot differentiate the strategies when time reduction is concerned. On
the other side, we can see the benefits of DBT in CI pipelines by integrating findings from
time (Figure 4.3) and coverage (Figure 4.1-4.2). Note that the full test suite runs overnight
since developers cannot wait an average of 225 minutes for testing results. However, as
shown in Figure 4.3 shows that only 15% of the test cases can be successfully executed in
17 minutes by a developer.

Figure 4.4 illustrates our findings for test steps in automotive company. Regrettably, the
case company could only share information on test steps at this time. Nonetheless, the
results are informative, especially when compared between the two units of analysis. NL
beats the existing similarity functions by offering high and durable test step coverage, similar
to the results from Surveillance Company. Notably, test cases for Automotive company are
also integration-level test cases written in natural language. Figure 4.4 demonstrates that
even after removing 75% (1479 /1972) of the most identical test cases, NL can consistently
cover 99% (1082 /1093 steps) of distinct test steps. When compared to random selection,
more than half (58 percent = 634 steps) of unique test steps are discarded. Test steps, on
the other hand, are short strings that further impair NCD’s performance.

Test selection strategies in general are susceptible to the risk of discarding test cases, because
ideally, all test cases should be executed [36]. Our approach is based on the assumption
that the whole test suite is run nightly. As a result, failures should be reported the following
day so that developers can debug and, if required, revert their changes.

Results from both of our case studies show that similarity functions behave differently
depending on the type of property being tested in the test case. As a result, NCD and
NL both did worse than JI and NL because the data from all three properties (steps,
requirements, and dependencies) were all small strings of text. If we use a longer string
(like a concatenation of all three properties), we think NCD will work better.

DBT Comparison with an Industry Tool - RQ 2.3
We looked at three different ways of prioritizing (diversity, failure history, and time) to see
how they affected coverage, failure detection rates, and the time it took to run tests. Failure
history and time prioritizes were used by a Swedish company in their day-to-day activities.

All of the techniques, except for the time-based prioritization (i.e., Figure 4.5), work in a
linear way when it comes to time. In other words, there are no specific advantages to using
one method over the other because most tests take the same amount of time to run. In
terms of average percentage of fault detected (APFD4, putting failure rate first is the best
way to get the best results. All failures are quickly found by first running the test cases
that, based on the history, fail more often. For example, 90% of the faults are found after
only 5% of the tests have been run.

Diversity has the best results when it comes to mean coverage. With only 15% of the tests
covering all of the features. This isn’t the case with APFD. Failure Rate is very similar
to other techniques. There is a bigger difference in coverage between the techniques if you
have a smaller budget. It is better to use Random prioritization than both Failure Rate and
Time, if you have a budget that allows 30% or 40% of test cases to be executed. Random

4APFD can provide faster feedback on the SUT, and help software programmers begin
locating and resolving defects earlier than might otherwise be possible
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Figure 4.1: Results from test selection on test requirements using data from
the surveillance company
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Figure 4.2: Results from test selection on dependence coverage using data
from the surveillance company
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Figure 4.3: Results from test selection on time reduction using data from the
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Figure 4.5: Results for mean time, APFD and coverage of different prioriti-
sation techniques considering an increasing test execution budget.

can cover 20% more features than both techniques. Test suites that were prioritized by
time did the worst in both measures, so we don’t think it should be used in CI cycles.

4.3 Answers to Research Question 3
This section contains a summary of the RQ3 results. The RQs are displayed below to
improve reading. These RQs were covered in studies IV, V, and VI. These studies are
conducted in response to one of the identified information needs labeled T7 in Table 4.1.
We investigated the issue of test flakiness using various techniques and methods. The
responses to RQ3 concern the “Trustworthy Feedback” part of Figure 1.1.

RQ3: To what extent, can different tools/techniques be utilized to reduce
test flakiness and increase trust in the given feedback during regression
testing in CI/CD?

RQ3.1: What factors do practitioners perceive as affecting the test flakiness?
RQ3.2: What are the root causes of test flakiness in closed source industry and

how do professionals address test flakiness?
RQ3.3: Can perceived factors (i.e., test case size and simplicity) explain whether

a test case is flaky or not?
RQ3.4: To what extent do the chosen factors reveal test flakiness? Are there more

effective combinations of factors, or are some factors better in isolation?
RQ3.5: What type of information can MDFlaker reveal to developers to help

understand the root causes of test flakiness?
RQ3.6: What are the predictive accuracy of Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machine

and Random Forest concerning flaky test detection and prediction?
RQ3.7: To what extent the predicting power of machine learning classifiers vary

when applied on software written in other programming language?

Practitioners’ Perceptions about Test Flakiness- RQ 3.1
Paper IV found 19 factors that professionals perceive affect test flakiness. These perceived
factors are divided into four categories: test code, system under test, CI/test infrastructure,
and organization-related. We concluded that some of the perceived causes in test flakiness
in closed source development are directly related to non-determinism, whilst others involve
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different aspects, such as a lack of suitable test case properties, deviations from established
processes, and ad hoc decisions. Six perceived factors have been documented in the litera-
ture as characteristics of effective test cases, three perceived factors are related to a system
under test, eight perceived factors concern CI/Test infrastructure, and two perceived factors
are organizational-related.

Practitioners shared whether the perceived effect of the perceived factor can either increase
or decrease test flakiness. We grouped these perceived factors based on their effect as
represented by Figure 4.6. Fifteen perceived factors out of nineteen are claimed to decrease
test flakiness whereas four factors to increase test flakiness.

Root Causes of Test Flakiness in the Investigated
Companies - RQ 3.2
We explored the core causes of test flakiness in terms of the test smells encountered by
professionals, in addition to capturing the various aspects of managing/identifying test
flakiness. Many studies [83]–[86] have investigated the relationship between test smells
and test flakiness. We provided the list of test smells in the survey 5 that is known to
relate to test flakiness. ‘Asynchronous wait’ and ‘configuration & dependency issues’ have
been mentioned as a major root cause of test flakiness by all participants, as represented
by Figure 4.7 (h). Other major concerns expressed by almost half of the participants
included ‘GUI’, ‘I/O operations’, ‘Randomness’, ‘Test order dependency’, and ‘Time’. Four
of the test smells, as shown in Figure 4.7, were not encountered by any of the participants:
’Concurrency,’ ’Resource leak,’ ’Floating-point operations,’ and ’Unordered collections.’

Practitioner’s Perceptions vs Test Artifacts - RQ 3.3
To see if the developers’ expectations were in line with what they had labelled as flaky
or not, we examined the test artifacts that were readily available. To get a statistical
assessment of the size and simplicity of the test cases, automated scripts were used. We
counted the number of assertions in the test case to represent the term simplicity, where a
low number of assertions signals a simple test case. The size of the test case represents the
number of lines of code without counting comments. Figure 4.8 presents the box-plot for
test case size and simplicity within two companies with respect to flaky or non-flaky tests.
A correlation between test flakiness and test case size was found in company B, according to
our findings. Figure 4.8 shows that the non-flaky tests in company B have a lower number
of lines than the flaky tests. The median for non-flaky tests in cases A and B is 24 and
35 respectively. The median in flaky tests in case B is 95 which is far more higher than
from non-flaky tests. For company A, we did not have flaky tests. However, the lines of
codes in non-flaky tests in company A are on similar level to the lines of codes in non-flaky
tests in company B, as shown in Figure 4.8. We suspect that this is one of the reasons why
company A has not suffered flakiness.

Case B revealed a similar distinction between test flakiness and test case simplicity. As
illustrated in Figure 4.8, non-flaky tests in case B have fewer assertions than flaky tests.
The median for non-flaky tests in cases A and B was 2, while the median for flaky tests
in case B was 5. Case A has one to two assertions in each non-flaky test case, with the
exception of a few circumstances when the number of assertions surpasses fourteen (i.e.,
outliers in Figure 4.8). Again, we believe this is the explanation for the lack of flakiness in
case A. The authors concluded, based on a data set of studied instances, that two of the
perceived factors (i.e., test case size and test case simplicity) have an effect on test flakiness.

5https://tinyurl.com/yxpw3vgu
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Figure 4.8: Size (i.e., lines of non-comment codes) and simplicity (i.e., number
of assertions) in the test artifacts within companies A and B with respect to
flaky and non-flaky tests. Note: case A did not provide any marked flaky
tests and claimed that all tests are non-flaky

Multi-Factor Approach for Flaky Test Detection and
Automated Root Cause Analysis - RQ 3.4 - 3.5
Paper V presented and tested MDFlaker: a multi-factor technique for flaky test identifi-
cation on open-source data. This technique does not only detect flaky test cases, but also
explains why they are flaky. MDFlaker is composed of the following factors: trace-back cov-
erage, test smell, flaky frequency, and test case size. MDFlaker employs a machine-learning
method (k-Nearest Neighbour or KNN) to classify whether failed test executions are flaky
or not after acquiring information about the aforementioned factors in failed test instances.
Each factor employed by MDFlaker is summarized here.

Trace-back coverage: This factor is a modified technique based on Bell’s differential
coverage [87]. Trace-back is a simple technique that uses information from test execution
logs to flag a failed test case as flaky if it did not execute on a code change.

Flaky Frequency: MDFlaker keeps a history for each test case where the outcome changes
without any changes to the codebase. The tests that switch their results without any
changes to the codebase on multiple occasions in the past have a greater flaky frequency
and are more likely to be flaky [88], [89].

Test Smells: Many studies empirically show the relationship between test smells and test
flakiness [83], [84], [86]. In order to leverage from such relationships, MDFlaker detects and
maintains a database of test cases and the number of test smells present in the test cases.

Test Case Size: MDFlaker maintains a database of each test case’s lines of code. There
is evidence that the size of the test case adds to test flakiness [89].

Each of the aforementioned factors provides significant information on its own, but when
combined, they provide an aggregated score on test flakiness. We utilize these scores and
the associated information to both prevent future test flakiness and to identify and remedy
existing test flakiness.

MDFlaker’s architecture is depicted in Figure 4.9. Test size and smell statistics are extracted
from GitHub’s source/test code. The trace-back coverage is estimated using the Travis build
history and GitHub modifications. Finally, the flaky frequency is computed using the build
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Figure 4.9: A high level architecture of MDFlaker.

history and changes on GitHub. Every piece of data is kept in a database. We used the
KNN model to predict if failed test executions are flaky or not.

According to the findings of Paper V and as we can see in Table 4.3, combining all factors
often results in high precision, accuracy, and recall. By comparing the results, in Table
4.3, we see that the different factors are more effective in identifying flaky tests than a
random approach, despite the high proportion of flaky tests in our evaluation subset (circa
55%). However, because different combinations produce different results, we propose that
the availability of artifacts should be the primary motivator for selecting the combination
of factors (e.g., practitioners should avoid using frequency if history information is not
available or scarce). In detecting true positives and true negatives, trace-back and frequency
complement one other. Because test smells produce more false positives but less false
negatives than other factors, they can be coupled with history-based factor due to their
strong recall value. Size is not a good predictor since it produces many false positives and
false negatives.

While rerunning test cases can show which test cases are flaky, it provides insufficient or
no evidence concerning the root causes of test flakiness. MDFlaker gives various forms of
information (e.g., CSV files or graphs) regarding either individual test cases or a whole test
suite as part of the reporting flaky tests. This information can help developers in resolving
test flakiness or at the very least provide an idea of where to begin looking. The tables,
created by MDFlaker, contain detailed information about the test executions classified as
flaky, such as test case name, the number of test smells, types of test smells, line number,
and file name as presented in Figure 4.10 and 4.11. By visualizing additional information
connected to failures, practitioners are more equipped to debug [17].

Flaky Test Detection & Prediction: Predictive Accuracy of
Machine Learning Classifiers RQ 3.6
As a preventative measure, Paper VI examined the viability of applying machine learning
(ML) classifiers for flaky test prediction in a Python project. The purpose of this study is to
compare the predicted accuracy of three machine learning classifiers: Naive Bayes (NBC),
Support Vector Machines (SVM), and Random Forests (RF). We compared our findings to
an earlier investigation [90] of similar machine learning classifiers for Java based projects.
We examined whether test smells are effective indicators of test flakiness. As developers
must have confidence in machine learning classifier predictions, they want to know which
types of input data or test smells result in the most false negatives and positives.

The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve [91] for NBC with Laplace smoothing,
labeled as NBL with varied thresholds, is depicted in Figure 4.12 (A) (i.e., from 0.0 to 1.0).
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Table 4.3: Overview of accuracy, precision and recall for each combination of
factor and a random classification as a comparison baseline. As a reference,
we also included the number of true positives (TP), true negatives (TN), false
positives (FP) and false negatives (FN) based on the MDFlaker’s classification.

RowFactor FN FP TN TP Accu. Prec. Rec.
1 frequency 81 75 160 247 0.72 0.76 0.75
2 size 38 163 72 290 0.64 0.64 0.88
3 smells 29 222 13 299 0.55 0.57 0.91
4 trace-back 19 73 162 309 0.83 0.80 0.94
5 size, frequency 77 70 165 251 0.73 0.78 0.76
6 smells, size 69 121 114 259 0.66 0.68 0.79
7 smells, frequency 77 72 163 251 0.73 0.77 0.76
8 trace-back, size 27 76 159 301 0.81 0.79 0.91
9 trace-back, smells 18 76 159 310 0.83 0.80 0.94
10 trace-back, frequency 36 60 175 292 0.82 0.83 0.89
11 size, smells, fre-

quency
77 63 172 251 0.75 0.79 0.76

12 trace-back, size, fre-
quency

31 56 179 297 0.84 0.84 0.90

13 trace-back, size,
smells

31 64 171 297 0.83 0.82 0.90

14 trace-back, smells,
frequency

58 43 192 270 0.82 0.86 0.82

15 trace-back, smells,
frequency, size

33 48 187 295 0.85 0.86 0.89

16 random 166 124 111 162 0.48 0.56 0.49

We conducted various experiments using various training and testing data sets, including
50/50, 60/40, 70/30, 80/20, and 90/10. The ROC curve compares the sensitivity and
specificity of classifiers, which aids in organizing and visualizing their performance [91].
Sensitivity, also called true positive rate, refers to the advantage of correctly predicting
flaky tests, whereas specificity, sometimes called false positive rate, refers to the expense of
accurately classifying non-flaky tests as flaky tests. When a false positive occurs, developers
must expend effort and time determining that the error is due to a classifier error and not
a flaky test case. The best aim for the ROC curve is to advance vertically from the origin
to the top left corner (higher true positive rate) as quickly as possible, as this allows the
classifier to reach all true positives at the expense of committing a few false positives. In
Figure 4.12 (A), the diagonal line shows the method of randomly predicting the outcome.
Any classifier that appears in the lower right triangle performs worse than a random guessing
and we can see that NBL lies in the upper left triangle. As illustrated in Figure 4.12 (A),
NBL ceased producing positive classifications (i.e., flaky test predictions) around the 0.76
- 0.87 threshold. After 0.87, it commits a higher rate of false positives. Prior to doing
further experiments, we tuned several parameters in NBL, SVM, and RF. We do not aim
to include the results of all tests, as they were conducted solely to determine the optimal
parameters. The rest (i.e., simple NB, SVM with radial and sigmiod kernels) were not
included in further experiments and discarded. Figure 4.12 (A-E) provides comparisons of
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Figure 4.10: Images generated by MDFlaker to present different types of
information about test smells in test cases.

NBL, SVM-Linear and SVM-Poly (i.e., different kernels) for accuracy, precision, recall and
F1-score. All classifiers had high accuracies of between 93 and 96 percent. Although the
difference is not significant, NBL outperformed SVM. It can be noticed that NBL precision
is increasing (Figure 4.12 (C)) with the gradual decrease in recall (Figure 4.12 (D). With
a precision of 65 percent, the NBL indicates that 35% of what was labeled as flaky was
not. NBL also has a lower recall than SVM-Linear. SVM-Poly performs poorly in terms
of precision and recall, as expected given the non-polynomial nature of the input data set,
which is ideally suited for image processing, but the linear kernel performs better for text
classification. The F1-score (Figure 4.12 (E)) is the harmonic mean of precision and recall.
Due to the widespread problem of class imbalance in text categorization, the F1-score is
beneficial and instructive [92]. Although NBL has a lower F1-score than SVM-Linear, it
is a suitable alternative since it performs better with short documents, as in our case, the
training test case consists of six to fifteen lines of code [93]. In comparison to SVM-linear,
NBL has a greater precision but a poorer recall.
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4.3. Answers to Research Question 3

Test Case
Number of 
Smells Smell typeTip Location Path

test_lex_attrs_like_url 6 Network URL 58 D:\spacy\tests\lang\test_attrs.py
test_lex_attrs_like_url 6 Network URL 58 D:\spacy\tests\lang\test_attrs.py
….... ….. ….. …... ….. …...
test_issue1506 5 Training For in range 24 D:spacy\tests\regression\test_issue1501-2000.py
test_issue1506 5 Training For in range 26 D:\spacy\tests\regression\test_issue1501-2000.py

Figure 4.11: A Snapshot from CSV File: Detailed Description of Test Smells,
their Type, Test Case Name, Line Number and File Name from the Project
Under Investigation

In comparison to decision trees, NBL, and SVM, RF produces lower classification errors and
higher F1-scores. Precision, which is what we are most concerned with, is typically higher
than that of SVM and NBL. Additionally, the authors [80] concluded that RF outperforms
NBL and SVM. Figure 4.13 presents the performance of RF with respect to selected metrics.
mtry denotes the number of variables randomly selected as candidates for each split, whereas
ntree denotes the number of trees to grow. Because there is no method to determine the
ideal mtry and ntree values, we tested with various choices, as illustrated in Figure 4.13.
The mtry has a direct effect on precision and recall. With an increase in mtry, precision
decreases and recall increases; this is an undesirable scenario. The ideal value of mtry is 5,
which results in increased precision and decreased recall regardless of the number of trees.
The modification in mtry had no effect on accuracy, but as previously said, we are interested
in precision as well as accuracy.

As can be shown, RF with mtry = 5 and ntree=250 outperforms all other classifiers in
terms of precision only. RF has a precision of greater than 90% and a recall of less than 10%.
We did not attain a high degree of precision (i.e., greater than 90%) in all classifiers. NBL
provides unexpected results although it holds a good reputation in terms of detecting spam
emails [94]. In comparison to NBL and SVM, RF has several distinguishing characteristics,
including: 1) it can work with thousands of different input features without requiring feature
deletion; 2) it approximates critical classification characteristics; and 3) it is extremely
resilient to noise and outliers [95].

Predicting Power of ML Classifiers with Respect to Other
Languages - RQ 3.7
Due to the fact that we used machine learning classifiers on test case code, paper VI
specified specific features of test cases that contributed to the test cases being flaky or not
flaky. Table 4.4 displays the 20 features with the biggest information gain, as well as their
frequency in flaky and non-flaky tests. We classified the features according to the categories
proposed by Luo et al. [83]. The top feature "conn" was present in 1361 flaky tests and
in 15 non-flaky tests. This feature is connected with external connection to input/output
devices and falls under the "IO" category. The second most common feature is "double,"
which appeared in 1190 flaky tests and 12 non-flaky tests classified as "IO," followed by
"floating point operations." The fourth most common feature, "tabl," was related to table
formation during runtime for database queries, and it appeared 1150 times in flaky tests
and 52 times in non-flaky tests.

When we compared our findings to those of Pinto et. al [90], we noticed two differences.
First, the top 20 features in both research projects are substantially different. Only two
features, "tabl" and "throw," highlighted with a star (*) in Table 4.4, were found to be
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Accuracy F1−Score Precision Recall
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Figure 4.13: Performance of RF with different parameters (i.e., number of
trees and mtry).

Table 4.4: Top 20 features and assigned category

Features #FT #Non
-FT

Assigned cate-
gory from Luo
et. al [83]

conn 1361 15 IO
double 1190 12 floating point
tabl* 1150 54 -
rsnext 500 22 Unordered col-

lections
for 241 15 -
jdbcassertfullresultsetr 900 0 IO
messag 1101 87 concurrency
null 334 88 -
sclose 360 0 IO
select 1080 15 IO
sgettransactioncommit 700 15 IO
expr 162 2 -
tcommit 134 5 -
true 700 11 -
epsilon 383 0 floating point
fail 269 13 -
jdbcassertcolumnnamesr366 0 IO
throw* 592 49 -
rsclose 300 0 IO
row 161 3 -

similar in both studies. However, we discovered that the majority of our features were
connected to the "IO" output category, as shown in Table 4.4, which supported the findings
of Pinto et al., who stated that "all projects showing flakiness are IO-intensive." Second, we
have lower precision, recall, and f1-score than Pinto et al., except in one case where random
forest provided 0.92 precision, thus observing different results contrary to what Pinto et
al. claimed: "Although the analyzed projects are largely written in Java, we do not expect
major variations in the results if another object-oriented programming language is chosen
instead, because some terms may be shared among them [90]."
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4.4 Answers to Research Question 4
This section contains a summary of the RQ4 results. The RQs are displayed below to
improve reading. These RQs were covered in studies I, III, and VI. The responses to RQ4
concern the "Well Described Complexity" section of Figure 1.1.

Challenges and Effects in the Adoption of DBT - RQ 4.1
Paper III listed three distinct themes as part of identifying challenges in adopting DBT and
perceived effects of DBT. These themes are (1) testing activities, (2) organizational factors,
and (3) test infrastructure. Various sets of challenges and effects were categorized under
these themes to give insights such as more challenging areas or aspects in which DBT can
be more effective. Figure 4.14 summarizes all themes with corresponding challenges and
perceived effects of DBT. "Testing theme" refers to the challenges and effects of regression
test activities at the case company, such as how to handle different levels of testing or tacit
knowledge from experienced practitioners. The theme "organizational factors" focuses on
the main challenges and effects of DBT in how engineers collaborate as a team, such as how
they maintain test artifacts (test case templates, test execution logs, or design guidelines).
These artifacts demonstrate how DBT can assist practitioners in producing better tests or
improving test repository upkeep. The theme ‘testing infrastructure‘ discusses some of the
challenges which are connected to the instrumentation behind the automated testing tool
chain used in the company.

RQ4: What are the challenges/recommendations in adopting the tool-
s/techniques mentioned in RQ2 and RQ3 and in answering information
needs, identified in RQ1?

RQ4.1: What challenges and effects impact adoption of DBT in CI pipelines?
RQ4.2: What can we learn about the predictive power of test smells using machine

learning classifiers mentioned in RQ1?
RQ4.3: What challenges are faced by the practitioners that develop and maintain

visualization tools for the software team?
RQ4.4: What are the recommendations from practitioners that develop and

maintain visualization tools for software teams concerning challenges, identified in
RQ4.3?

Participants, in Paper III, noted that, in terms of technical challenges, the test repository
itself should be automated to eliminate the burden associated with artifact inconsistencies
(C3,E2). Shorter cycles with selected testing should include a form of confidence score in
association with their CI process to highlight the risk associated with not running all tests at
a single build (C6, E6). In terms of adoption, the main technical documented challenges are
related to the compatibility of an extendable automated test instrumentation and the test
prioritizing technique (C7,E7). The majority of the adoption challenges are associated with
test processes and artifacts, such as assisting practitioners in decision making (C1,C2,E1),
understanding how the technique is employed in their process (C4,E4), or giving compliance
checks and transparency to team members (C5,E5).

Challenges Concerning Predictive Power of Machine
Learning Algorithm in Determining Test Flakiness - RQ 4.2
During the work with Paper V, we discovered that it is not just the frequency of test smell
that causes a flaky test case, but also its coexistence with the test class code (i.e., tear up and
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4.4. Answers to Research Question 4

Figure 4.14: Overview of themes identified during our thematic analysis. Each
theme includes a set of challenges and perceived effects related to the adoption
of DBT.

Table 4.5: Test Smells as Strong and Weak Predictors Together with Source
of their Existence

Test Smell Category Prediction
Cate-
gory

Test
Case

Test
Class

Operating
System

External
Li-
braries

Hardware

Async wait Strong [�] - - - -
Precision (float oper-
ations)

Strong [�] - - - -

Randomness Strong [�] - - - -
IO Strong [�] - - - -
Unordered Collection Weak [�] [�] [�] - -
Time Weak [�] [�] [�] - [�]
Platform Weak [�] [�] [�] [�] -
Concurrency Weak [�] [�] [�] - -
Test order depen-
dency

Weak [�] [�] [�] [�] [�]

Resource Leak Weak [�] [�] [�] - -

down code etc.,) or external circumstances such as operating systems or certain products.
For example, The test smell ’Conditional Test Logic’ as mentioned in [96] refers to nested
and complex ’if-else’ structure in the test case. Depending on which branch of ’if-else’ is
executed, the system under test may require specific environment settings. Failing to set
the environment, during different executions, will flip the test case outcome, thus making
it flaky. We come up with a list of test smells that are strong or weak predictors of test
flakiness, as shown in Table 4.5. Strong predictors are those test smells that were present
in both true positive and negative cases, whereas weak predictors were present exclusively
in false negative and positive instances. Although test smells classified as weak predictors
in this study are still useful for identifying test flakiness, they are ineffective with machine
learning classifiers because they require additional information such as the operating system
on which they are running and whether or not specific configurations should be deployed.
Test smells categorized as strong predictors are extremely valuable for machine learning
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classifiers since they exist independently of the test case function and do not require further
information.

Challenges & Recommendations in Addressing Information
Needs through Visualization Tools - RQ 4.3 - RQ 4.4
Paper I looked into the challenges practitioners experienced while creating visualization
tools or selecting from a vast range of external (commercial or open-source) visualization
tools. A good visualization tool increases decision making, ad hoc data analysis, user col-
laboration and communication, and return on investment [63]. The investigation’s goal is to
identify practitioners’ challenges when building visualization tools. We mapped challenges
to identified information needs. The paper also compiled a list of practitioner recommenda-
tions for designing and maintaining visualization software. We discovered eight challenges
and ten recommendations across all investigated organizations.

Challenges:

• Visualization Tools Development & Maintenance: Developing and maintain-
ing visualization tools as business products presents a significant amount of difficulty.
Unfortunately, due to the difficulty of deciding whether to develop an in-house so-
lution or to investigate online resources (i.e., open-source, commercial off-the-shelf,
etc. ), visualization tools receive insufficient attention and resources.

• Information Quality & Trust in Tooling: It’s difficult to earn the trust of
developers and testers in visualization tools developed by other teams while also
protecting the integrity of the data being shown.

• Tool Creators vs Tool Users: It is critical to establish a connection between tool
users and tool creators, which is a significant problem. The absence of communication
between two distinct user categories has an effect on the feedback loop.

• Effort vs Worth: Practitioners face challenges in persuading decision-makers at all
levels to invest in the development of diverse visualization tools for different teams
and to make it worthwhile.

• Confidentiality vs Transparency: One of the difficulties is striking a balance be-
tween confidentiality and transparency. When answering some queries, it is essential
to verify if users are authorized to receive such information.

• Different CI Work Flows: Within large organizations, various teams work on
a variety of different projects. Each team is free to choose their own continuous
integration pipeline from a number of activities. Configuring visualization software
for a variety of continuous integration workflows is challenging.

• Result Interpretations: When another team constructed the tool, the primary
challenge for engineers is interpreting the results displayed on the screen. If the
source of a result cannot be traced, it might be interpreted in a variety of ways.

• User Interface Complexities: During the release process, project managers want
to know information about the product/software, such as how many test cases failed,
what the release’s confidence level is, and so on. Selecting which data should appear
on the screen and how much flexibility we should have in tracing its origins is a
difficult task.
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Recommendations

R1 Developers will be more likely to trust the tool if it provides information about (1)
the source of the information, (2) the age of the information, and other information
quality attributes.

R2 To avoid becoming a legacy system, the visualization tool should incorporate specifics
such as requirements specifications, design documents, and so on, in the same way
that traditional product development activities do.

R3 It is recommended to create a basic architecture upon which other visualization tools
can be constructed. Teams made use of a variety of open-source applications (e.g.,
GitHub, Gerrit, Jenkins, etc.), thus developing a base protocol similar to Eiffel [10]
is encouraged.

R4 The credibility of a tool grows over time.They [developers] will trust it if they use it
regularly.

R5 To simplify the work required to configure visualization systems, it is preferable for
software teams to build identical and systematic CI pipelines (e.g., following the
company’s rules).

R6 Maintain a repository of software visualizations to reduce redundancy and increase
re-usability.

R7 Bespoke development of visualization tools should be discouraged to reduce the risk
of superfluous tools

R8 Any suggestion for a change in visualization requirements should be evaluated in real
time by the appropriate change management teams.

R9 Depending on the needs and structure of the company, resources such as CI architects
or maintainers should be increased. To support a quality product, there should be a
balance of workload between people who develop business products and those who
supply support services.

R10 Users of visualization tools should provide regular input to visualization tool devel-
opers in order for future decisions to be successful and efficient. Furthermore, these
regular exchanges would limit the possibility of results being misinterpreted.

4.5 Key Contributions
The following are the key contributions in the form of research and practical contributions.
Practitioners who are struggling to address the complexity of the CI/CD should begin
by identifying the information needs. Taking it a step further, practitioners can use the
methodologies and tools given in this dissertation, such as DBT and MDFlaker, to optimize
CI/CD in terms of improving testing feedback time and confidence. These contributions
are useful for both researchers and practitioners since they provide a systematic way to
making adjustments rather than making changes randomly and hoping for the best. We
list the key contributions below:

• Information Needs: The initial contribution to research is a list of information
needs in CI/CD. This list contains 27 frequently asked questions on continuous in-
tegration and continuous delivery by software practitioners.

• Perceived Factors that Affect Test Flakiness: We identified 19 factors that pro-
fessionals perceive affect test flakiness. These perceived factors are divided into four
categories: test code, system under test, CI/test infrastructure, and organization-
related.
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• Evaluation of DBT Technique/Tool: Another contribution is to conduct a de-
tailed examination of DBT techniques using industry artifacts and tools. The tech-
niques are developed and made available as an open-source tool for further research
and application.

• MDFlaker Technique/Tool: Additionally, we developed a novel technique and
tool for reducing test flakiness, as well as an automated root cause analysis for test
flakiness. The tool is open-source.
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5 Discussion, Implications
& Future Work

Papers I through IX contain extensive discussions of the investigations. The focus of this
chapter, on the other hand, is on the synthesis of our papers combined together with its
practical and research application.

5.1 Information Needs & Data Visualization - RQ 1
and RQ 4

The Impact of Complex CI/CD pipelines on Information
Needs
Developing software products with CI/CD necessitates not only building, testing, and pack-
aging software for installation, but also doing so on a regular basis. These frequent activities
(building, deploying etc.) raise new information needs that require investigation. The prior
work, in the field of information needs identification, was limited to single stakeholders (i.e.,
developers, testers, or project managers) and a single activity (i.e., development, software
evolution, or software configurations). Few studies have been reported that identify the
information needs as well as how much effort is required to address those information needs
in the settings of CI/CD. Somewhere along the way, in addition to identifying information
needs, it is equally important to investigate if the company would be able to answer the very
same questions with less effort without CI/CD? Or are these qualitatively new questions
that can only be asked once CI/CD practices are in place?

Identifying information needs is a first step. The other difficult task is to achieve common
understanding of the specific terms used in describing software artifacts [97] particularity
software features [98] and confidence in software artifacts [97]. Similarly, the top 3 needs
in Table 4.1 might require the common understanding of the terms confidence, realease-
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readiness or feature. Software professionals should make an effort to comprehend the con-
cepts by explicitly asking questions such as: What constitutes as acceptable confidence
for a software release? or What information is required to achieve acceptable confidence
in a software release and from what sources?. Similar questions can be raised to under-
stand What does the feature mean? or Is secure communication or standard compliance
a feature?. These types of fundamental details will refine each information need further,
thus creating a similar level of understanding among team members. The difficulty in-
creased when practitioners tried to automate the process of defining/achieving confidence
or realease-readiness by asking a question: Can confidence or release decision be achieved
through automation without human intervention?. It is equally important to investigate
the tust in artifacts as we do among team members.

We discovered that the term confidence in SUT is typically restricted to the number of test
cases passed during a given time period. The greater the number of passing test cases,
the greater the confidence in the SUT and the test suite. Concurrently, we have seen that
practitioners struggle not to view this factor as a single indicator of SUT confidence. We
also learned that the phrase "release-readiness" is assessed at impromptu meetings. A small
group of practitioners from several teams (such as the product owner, test leader, and
release manager) meet every two weeks or once a month to decide if the latest version is
ready for release or not. To clarify these terms for our future work, we plan to do further
research with the investigated companies. Furthermore, trust 1 is defined as "confident
reliance on the character, skill, strength, or truth of someone or something." As previously
stated, the quantity of test cases determines practitioners’ confidence in the quality of SUT.
Practitioners tend to lose this confidence if the outputs of those test cases cannot be trusted.
Practitioners are unsure if trust can be quantified or should be relied solely on intuition.
Clarifying phrases like confidence and trust will also help to eliminate the blame-game
mentality in organizations.

The Challenges of Data Visualization in CI/CD
Along with cataloging information needs in CI/CD, it is important to identify the means
through which those requirements can be addressed. Table 4.2 provides different means
(i.e., in-house visualization tools, external visualization tools, manual inspection etc.,) used
by practitioners for addressing information needs. Visualization tools were actively sought
out by practitioners, who viewed them as potentially useful (i.e., see Table 4.2). A lot of
the time, the tools can only provide a single piece of information that answers a specific
question. It is obvious that multiple tools are needed to answer the questions posed by the
participants in the paper. We found that both the questions participants posed and the
tools they used to get the answers they needed were not aligned. Four (C1, 3, CC6, and B3)
of the six information needs (i.e., the most important, often requested, and time-consuming
- C1-3, CC2,6, and B3) can only be met manually by inspecting output from various tools, as
shown in Table 4.2. Several companies have turned to Jenkins, GitHub, and Jira to meet
these demands in the past. Practitioners, during interview in Paper I, stated that their
organizations do not value these efforts (e.g., developing in-house solutions) and instead
spend time investigating third-party tools or plugins, which results in increased manual
work. In addition, practitioners may have difficulty deciding which tools to use to find
answers to their information needs because of the wide variety of tools available.

Choosing the right tool to meet your information needs comes with a slew of difficulties.
It is difficult to establish a tool that can meet the needs of multiple practitioners at the
same time, because they have different information needs. Because each CI tool has its
own preferences for input and output formats, it is more challenging to handle information
needs because different CI logs or outputs may be required to answer them.

1https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/trust
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5.2 Diversity Based Testing: Adoption & Challenges -
RQ 2 and RQ 4

Adoption of Test Optimization Techniques
Some needs can be met directly by aggregating data from the output of simple tools (i.e.,
loggers), while others necessitate the use of tools that incorporate sophisticated algorithms.
For example, providing developers with faster feedback (Papers II and III) necessitated
the use of tools that include test optimization techniques. There are many test optimiza-
tion techniques in the literature, though they are not widely used in industry [99], [100].
Practitioners identified several reasons (Paper III) for not utilizing these well-established
techniques, including: 1) a lack of explainable and comprehensible techniques, 2) a lack of
testing process documentation within the organization, which further limits the use of tech-
niques, 3) technical constraints and others (see Figure 4.14). Practitioners stated, during
our investigation, that simple test optimization approaches are required that are suitable
for usage in CI/CD setups without imposing excessive technical requirements. We plan to
investigate the generalization of our findings in the future.

Diversity Based Testing is a Complement not a Replacement
Instead of replacing the overnight exhaustive test execution with DBT technique, we aim to
provide developers with a preview of that execution, allowing them to prioritize code changes
(i.e., which changes should be committed to the master branch) throughout their workday.
Despite the fact that DBT provides comprehensive coverage even with smaller subsets, this
does not guarantee that all defects will be discovered. The adoption of DBT assumes that
the entire test suite is run overnight and failures should be reported the following day so
that developers can debug and, if necessary, roll back their changes. Overall, the trade-off is
to shorten feedback time while keeping sustainable coverage, while reducing the likelihood
of dismissing test cases.

5.3 Flaky Tests - RQ 3 and RQ 4

Flaky Tests - The Dilemma and Human Factors
Since 2009, when Francis J. Lacoste [101] coined the term "flaky test", research publications
have increased year after year, with a total of 24 studies published only in 2020 [102].
Researchers and software professionals are frustrated by the prevalence of flaky tests and
are working to find reliable methods to reduce test flakiness. Research on flaky tests is
mainly divided into causes and classification of flakiness [83]–[85], [103], detection of test
flakiness [77], [87], [89], [104], and other relevant factors that affect test flakiness [90], [105],
[106]. Different domains such as web applications, embedded systems, machine learning
libraries, etc, have received attention from researcher to investigate the prevalence of test
flakiness. Very few studies [28], [105], [107] have acually investigated test flakiness in real
time industry with commercial software/hardware. In comparison with academic researcher,
flaky test mitigation techniques and how practitioners deal with flaky tests in their day-to-
day routines are of the utmost relevance.

When it comes to correcting test flakiness, human factors play a significant role [105] because
developers and testers tend to blame each other for the flakiness in the testing process.
If test flakiness is detected, software professionals are hesitant to accept responsibility.
Due to a lack of understanding of the underlying causes of test flakiness, practitioners
employ a "blame-others" strategy. According to testers, the flakiness is caused by changes
in production code, however developers assert that test case codes are flaky. We suggest
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that proper roles and responsibilities should be defined within the teams to detect and fix
test flakiness. Another idea is to make use of the specifics about flakiness to encourage team
members to take greater ownership of the flakiness problem. The flaky frequency, number
of tests smells, and trace-back information, to name a few, can all be useful in resolving
these kinds of conflicts. For example, using the information such as whether failed test case
was executed on the latest code changes or not (e.g., trace-back), the number of tests smells
in the test case, the flaky frequency can help in resolving such conflicts.

Flaky Tests - The Other Factors
The results interpretation after using machine learning classifiers to predict test flakiness is
not simple. For example, looking only at the accuracy results (i.e., Figure 4.5) of classifiers
can be deceiving. The important factor for classifier selection is to ask the right question
and motivate the choice of using specific classifier such as are we interested in detecting
flaky tests correctly (i.e., precision) or marking a non flaky test as flaky is not
cost effective (i.e, recall). It is important to look at precision, recall and accuracy all
together for classifier selection. We can assume that practitioners are more interested in
precision than recall because the test suite size, in many organizations, is very large and
they cannot inspect all test cases. In this particular case, any classifier that correctly flag
flaky tests will be encouraged. Precision can answer the question; "If the filter says this
test case is flaky, what’s the probability that it’s flaky?”.

In addition, the performance of machine learning classifiers depends on other factors such
as: (1) whether the ML code is written by the non-programmer researcher, undertaking the
research, using R libraries or some commercial/open-source libraries (Weka [108] in case of
Pinto et. al [90]), (2) the selection of ML model based on the number of features in the
training samples, (3) The variety provided by parameter tuning which might be problematic
and necessitate unique considerations that can effect classifiers, etc.

5.4 Discussion Around Selected Methods - RQ 1 - RQ 4
Software engineering is a cross-disciplinary subject and it is important to understand the
methods that are available to us, their limitations and when they can be applied. Basili
[109] presented four different methods:

• Scientific: Observations are made of the world and a model is constructed, such as
a simulation model.

• Engineering: Look at the current solutions, make some suggestions for improvement,
and then assess the results.

• Analytical: After proposing a theoretical framework, it is compared to empirical
evidence.

• Empirical: Empirical studies, such as case studies or experiments, are used to propose
and evaluate a model.

The scientific method is employed in a variety of fields, such as simulating a telecommuni-
cations network to assess its performance [110]. The engineering method and the empirical
method can be seen as variations of the scientific method [109]. Electromagnetic theory
and algorithmic design are two examples where the analytical method has traditionally been
applied [111]. Empirical studies are employed in social sciences and psychology, where we
cannot state natural laws like in physics, thus heavily influenced by human behavior [111].

We considered empirical methods a suitable candidate due to the opportunity to work in
collaboration with industry as well as lack of empirical evidence in software engineering
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research [111]. Taking a step further, since we were dealing with practitioners and their
challenges in achieving optimized CI/CD, we used mostly exploratory [112] methods ex-
cept during Paper IV and V where we employed improving method. We did not employ
descriptive methods because we were not interested in findings that described the ways in
which the case study organizations operated – frequently by identifying roles or stakehold-
ers and outlining a flow of activities. In addition, it is difficult to isolate specific factors
and their causal relationships [67]when using descriptive methods. The reason to use ex-
ploratory method is that the objects are studied in their natural environment and findings
are derived from the observations made.

Ethnographic investigations, such as workplace observations, could also yield valuable infor-
mation about the research questions under consideration, particularly RQ1: identification
of CI/CD information needs. A more accurate comparison between what practitioners say
and what they actually do can be made by observing them in action as they go about
their daily tasks at hand. Unfortunately, because to Covid-19 2 constraints, we were not
permitted to visit companies, which limited our methodological options.

5.5 Research & Practical Implications
During workshops, we demonstrated and presented our findings to practitioners through
demos and presentations. The goal was to seek practitioner validation on whether or not
our work may boost developer productivity in their day-to-day routine. We discovered that
our work was well received because practitioners are struggling to address the complexity
of CI/CD while providing faster feedback, increasing test/feature coverage, and decreasing
test flakiness. Furthermore, we anticipate that our research will provide context for the
development of tools and techniques in CI/CD to address a variety of challenges. For ex-
ample, from the list of identified information needs in Paper I, practitioners might identify
the most frequent and important needs that may be applicable in their CI/CD contexts and
commence talks about systematic strategies to meet them. Throughout the investigation in
Paper I, practitioners from various companies expressed similar needs, indicating repetition
of information sought over time, necessitating the actions necessary to catalog information
needs. Additionally, we provided a list of challenges experienced by practitioners when
visualizing data in CI/CD, as well as recommendations for overcoming such challenges. We
believe that practitioners will take these recommendations into account in their companies.
Similarly, practitioners can benefit from our investigations into the use of test optimiza-
tion techniques (e.g., DBT vs. other techniques) to achieve faster feedback and increased
coverage, As a result of our research in the field of flaky test prevention, detection, and
prediction, practitioners can not only detect flaky tests but also answer the question: why
is the test case flaky? In order to resolve test flakiness, our work offers developers with an
indication on where to investigate.

We believe that our research could serve as a foundation for additional work by other
researchers interested in delving deeper into questions such as: what do identified informa-
tion needs mean to different practitioners in different settings? Furthermore, researchers
can conduct additional studies to gather information about what practitioners say and
what they actually seek for. Validation of our challenges and recommendations (e.g., RQ
4), identified during a study in other contexts is greatly appreciated. The replication of
our flaky test investigations will help to strengthen the community who will drive future
research.

2https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019
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5.6 Future Work
The identification of information requirements was the result of collaboration between five
software companies. It is essential, however, to investigate what practitioners state and
what they do. An ethnographic study in a workplace context is one possibility for the near
future. For example, a researcher might go to a site and collaborate with practitioners to
observe how they go around gathering the answer they need. Such research will provide
insights that may be useful in directing future work.

The tools and strategies presented in this work, we encourage practitioners to employ them
in their day-to-day practice and share their experiences. It’s worthwhile to dig deeper
into the different scenarios in which tools and strategies have been evaluated. Evaluation
in different context is important. We discovered that the flakiness of system testing in
embedded system software may differ from that of stand-alone software that does not require
any special hardware. The presence of flakiness in web applications may be different than in
desktop programs. Research on test flakiness in embedded systems is scarce at the time of
writing this dissertation. This is why we draw the attention of researchers and practitioners
to this necessity. We concluded that test flakiness is context-dependent (i.e., open-source,
closed-source, web programming, embedded systems, etc.).
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6 Conclusion

Preliminary results suggest that practitioners have difficulties in adopting CI/CD and these
difficulties grow when the practice requires optimization. The CI/CD optimization process
can be approached in various ways, but our work focused on four: 1) understanding/iden-
tifying the information needs of software practitioners in CI/CD, 2) Adopting simple test
optimization approaches that are realistic for use in contemporary CI/CD environments
without adding too many technical requirements, 3) Understanding/identifying perceived
causes and automated root cause analysis of test flakiness, thereby providing developers
with indications on how to resolve test flakiness, leading to an increase in developer trust
in feedback and 4) Understanding/identifying challenges in addressing information needs,
providing faster feedback and trusting the feedback. We have conducted our investigation
in close collaboration with embedded software industry in form of single or multiple case
studies. We also used open-source data projects in some Papers for comparative analysis.

6.1 Information Needs - Answers to RQ1 and RQ 4
Testing, code and commit, confidence level, bug and artifacts were some of the 27 infor-
mation needs that we identified for software professionals. There are many other software
professionals besides developers who look for different kinds of information in their daily
routines, such as managers, testers, and so on. There is a discrepancy between the identified
needs and the techniques employed to meet them, according to our findings. Because some
information needs cannot be met by current tools, manual inspections are required, which
adds time to the process. Information about code & commit, confidence level, and testing
is the most frequently sought for and most important information. Our research revealed
eight challenges that practitioners encountered when creating or maintaining visualization
tools. Our work compiled a list of ten recommendations from practitioners for those who
are having difficulty visualizing information needs.
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6. Conclusion

6.2 Test Optimization Techniques - Answers to RQ2
and RQ 4

Using a DBT approach to test case selection in continuous integration pipelines is the sub-
ject of our investigation. Integration level test cases given in natural language are compared
using three different functions (Jaccard Index, Normalized Leven-Shtein, and Normalized
Compression Distance). Our findings with two industrial partners show a significant re-
duction in the time (up to 92 percent faster) required to receive feedback from tests on
a built version of the SUT. With a test suite cut by 85%, 65%, and 70%, we are able to
cover all of the test requirements, dependencies, and processes completely and accurately.
Furthermore, our findings show that the results of the diversity functions on different types
of test artifacts differ and are comparable. We found that DBT can be used to increase the
variety of a test set, thereby providing empirical evidence on the effectiveness of diversity
based test optimization.

In addition to comparison of different functions within DBT, we examined three alterna-
tive methods of prioritization: diversity-based testing, which prioritizes the execution of
a diverse set of test cases first, failure rate prioritization, which favors tests that failed in
earlier builds, and time prioritization, which gives preference to the execution of tests that
are executed quickly. Our findings show that diversity and failure-based prioritization are
compatible, allowing testers to achieve high feature and failure coverage earlier in the test-
ing cycle. As a result, time-based prioritization produces significantly faster test suites, but
at the expense of very low feature and failure coverage. Thus, depending on their testing
objective, we advise practitioners to prioritize diversity or failure rate.

To target stakeholders interested in implementing testing optimization approaches in CI/CD
pipelines, our thematic study reveals 10 challenges and 7 reported effects. Our interview
data reveals relevant process and practical aspects that foster adoption of these techniques.
We concluded that developers want fast feedback on a large number of integrated features
to verify their code changes, and they want their test suites to be linked to a confidence
score that indicates the likelihood of missing failures due to fewer tests being run. These
seven advantages are meant to encourage practitioners to use test prioritization, particularly
diversity-based testing in CI pipelines, by highlighting the challenges and effects of such
adoption. Additionally, our theme analysis suggests that many test infrastructure concerns,
such as flaky tests and non-functional tests, are still unaddressed by test prioritization
strategies. This finding suggests possible directions for future exploration.

6.3 Flaky Tests - Answers to RQ 3 and RQ 4
We presented the root causes of test flakiness experienced by professionals following a
manual and automated analysis of the test cases code for flaky tests.We attempted to
capture practitioners’ perceptions of test flakiness and the factors that influence it. We
discovered 19 perceived flakiness-increasing or decreasing factors. The identified perceived
factors were categorized as Test Code, System Under Test, CI/Test Infrastructure, and
Organization Related. Although the perceived factors aided the researched companies in
reducing test flakiness, we concluded that what practitioners perceive as factors affecting
test flakiness are, in reality, properties of a good test case (i.e., ‘simple test case’, ‘small test
case’) and well defined software practices. Thus, Understanding the present perceptions or
realities of practitioners is necessary to address test flakiness issues. For example, two of
the identified perceived factors (i.e., test case size and simplicity) were observed in the test
artifacts which represent that the practitioner’s perceptions are important to consider to
reduce test flakiness.
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6.3. Flaky Tests - Answers to RQ 3 and RQ 4

Detecting flaky tests and pinpointing the underlying causes take a significant amount of time
for developers. We proposed a light weight technique named trace-back coverage to detect
flaky tests. Trace-back coverage was combined with other factors (named as MDFlaker) such
as test smells inducing test flakiness, flaky frequency and test case size to investigate the
effect on revealing test flakiness. When all factors are taken into consideration, the result’s
accuracy is increased. There are many advantages to MDFlaker over other tools, including
less work to implement for any language, shorter execution times and more information for
root cause analysis.

Different sophisticated machine learning algorithms are being used in our efforts to address
flaky test concerns. Open-source data was used as a testing ground for three machine
learning classifiers: Naive Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Random Forest
(RF). In comparison to NBL (precision 70% and recall > 30%) and SVM (precision 70%
and recall > 60%), we found that only RF had higher accuracy (i.e., > 90%), but recall
was very low (i.e., 10%). We concluded that predicting accuracy of ML classifiers are
strongly associated with the lexical information of test cases (i.e., test cases written in Java
or Python). We investigated why other classifiers failed to produce expected results and
concluded that; 1) flaky test cases are caused by a combination of the test smell and an
external environment; however, the external environment was not considered in this study,
2) Classifiers using machine learning should take into account not only the frequency of test
smells in the test case, but also other significant test case syntax that have the power to
cancel out the effect of test smells.
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